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This report represents the culmtnation of full year's effort to evaluate
the social _studies programs in the overseas dependents;schools'. The _study
_supports the school system's Five-Year CurriouluM Develarbent pro-
viding inforNation about student achievevient of importaht sotla. 1, Studies goals
and dbie0ives:.and by carefully descrit?ing the nature of tile social studies
instructional environment.. The resu_lts hayei,broad- and dl ecrimplic ins: for
teachers, and program managrs in the -dependents. scho.ols,rpatticularl
relationship to student achievement-, feacher:ipservicel, 49ci it

tional- programs, and review prlocess.-. this ;re
widely used bi-educafors in_ the oversea§- dependent school.

I wish to thank the more than three thousand students and several hundre
educators who .participated in the_prOgram,evaTuatiort.aqivities.
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B c4round

The purpose of -thitreport is to summarize' the methodology and

results of -an assessment designed- to determine:the.status of-educational

quality in'the,fourth-, eighth-, and eleventh-grade sdtialstudies pro-

.' grams Pf'th&Department'of befenSe.DePendentS'SchOols-(DoDOS).: The;

was DoDDS five-YearcurriCulum.develoOMent-ty6le

:. c _pHsedb=( the follOWingphases. 41) deVeloOment.of-objeCtives,-

/_,) development of instructional ,(proceduralYalternati'ves, (1) devel-:-'

.
opmentof instructional. sUppOrt).materials, (4) -in-service_eOucation,,

and (5) evaluatidn. The social. studs assessment represents the major

evaluation
activiiiesodurrfng'Auring7440,:the.fifth year of the

first'fiye7Year.cycle for.the:Soc-talstvdies areas.

. ,

In order :to: #coMplistt the .evaluation activities, National -Evaluation

-Systems, Jnc.ANES1-,Of AmherstiJla§sachusetts,_waS contracted to assist

,DoDDS in-the deSigw.and!conduct of the. assessment social studies..Pro-

grams in overseasschOoli'.- The .general goals of the assessment were.tb

determine:- (1) thek-statusHof-,student,adhievement in-social studieS,i:

(2) the:natur -of the DoDDS instructional. environment in Social studies,

(3) the a ttitudes (0= tudentsand teacher§ in DopSschools,. and (4) the

.

relationships'potentiallp.lexJsting among social studies achieveme0t,

instructional environment,, and:- attitudes.

Purpose

,The outcomes of thq assessment were -intended to be .of use, to curritu-2

,4-um planners and program specialists at DoDDS and at regional and sch0o1

levels,.as' well-as to teachers and related professional practitioners- who

deal directly with student's., To ensure the relevance and meani0fulneSs

of the assessment to this broad constituency, theAhjectives of the study

were further articulated in a set of policy-relevant research :ddestions
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RESEARCH- OUES1IONS

Student Achiev ent

To what extent are WOOS itudentSaCquil:ing the knowled e reflected in the cog -nit And objectives for 0o0OS social stuleitprogramsknewled9e of social
organ-1 2on,,Social and physical environment; decision - making proceSseS',Ond
conflic elatiOnship processeS? -

what extent. are 0000S -students acquiring skills important to social studies.
. achievementskills in critical thinking and,5FJ6Tem-solvirt?'

.To what extent are OoDDS -students developing ,an ao cia on of the culture
values of the host nations in which they live?

lo what extent are DoODS students acquiring attitudesself-unlerstanding and
,pOSi.Five Self-image, egalitarian attitudes t7i.iFaii7irnority grouOs, and productive
'career attitudes?

. ,

iculum_and Instruction

What is the general curriculum for social
junior, and high schools?.

tudies in DoODS elementary, middle/

0

What is the relationship of the DoODS social studies curriculum to the Host tion,
rips play in these programs?Programs in 0000S schools, and what part do field

-.What is the -DOD eacher's view of %DOS social :studies goals and

To what
studies?

are teache -eceiving curriculum supervision and guidance n Social

-9, To what extent are teachers'and student__ involved in
Culum review and development activities?

10. To what extent do OpOOS teachers feel preparecP for the teaching of social stud
and what are their 4n-servite needs and preferences?

What is the range of instructional and evaluation method
studies in 0000S classes?

12.- 'extent are instructional and ancillary mate
Oo_OS social etudies teaChers?

'als available



Answers to-tfte foregoing questions' form the substance of thb two

rbsults sections' of this:report= (1) Student Knowledge, Skills; and

Attitudes, arid (2) Curriculum arid InStruction. The findings described in

Parts Two and Tilree were obtained through the administration of ,objeCitive

referenced achievemeof.tests to a sample of DoDDS students and through

multiple-ch6ice questionnaire and personal interview respones of these

students and a saMple of their-social studies teachers. Part One concludes

with a description of the design, development, and administration of the

testes-, questionnayes and interviews (Chapter II) and a desCription Of the

participants and the teEhniques used to select and survey them.

. . .

The j resort i designed to address the most significant outcomes of

the assessment with sufficienf scope and depth to, be of use in program

development.and impnpvement. ThOSe readers interested in assessment
information more detpiled or techfiical than is poss)ble An this report may

contact the DoDOS central= offi-ce or their respective Regional Coordinators.



II. DEVELOPMENT OF TESTS AND MEASURES

am.Goals and-Objectives

Ialt The -initial task in designin- the assessment Was to adopt a policy'
base for .the assesment.instruMents in an attempt to assure, their rele
vante to the intended Qutcomes,of the -DoDDS sOcial studies program. To
this end, the gbals and objectAves develowd by DoDDS in an earlier phase
of the curriculum development ,cycle for social studies were used_ to define
the assessment.measures for students. These goals and objectives were
broad enough to provide'a framework within which to view a variety of
stud 4t outcomes at the program level and yet were not, too broad as to
lack-meAing for the olassroom 'teacher.

Of the .six major goals for the DoDDS social,, studies program, five
are reflected in one way or another in the content of the assessment
instruments., The objective-referenced tests for each 'grade were based
heavily on the learning objectives of the strictly cognitive or knowledge-.
based goal evaluate the-4-elationship-betWeen human beings-and their
social, natural, and man-made environment. The Content of the question-
n'aires and interviews%for students reflect$ the more skill-oriented and
attitude-oriented goals. While the test' and survey instruments for
students were tied to goals and objectives for learning, the teacher
questionnaires and interviews focUssed on the instructional environmen
in which such learning occurs.

Objective- Referenced TeS

Three-separate objective-refereked'tests, one for each grade
assessed, lore developed and administered as part. of the itudy. GiVen
the coPStrait-sAf-Syttem4iidejesting, not 411 of the Cognitive pbjec
tives for DoDDS social studies cOuld7be assessed. Nevertheles, a careful
selection .procedure resulted in the identification of asubset of objec-
-tives which. would pdrmit a suffiCientlY comprehensive characterization of
social studies .aahievement at eaCh. grade level. 1

TAble 2.1 presents a list of the cogrittiVeob ives assessed. at
'each grade level. The tests contained between four and six- multiple-Cheice
test items (or questions) to measure each oftheir respective objectiveS.
The test'items'were developed by NE 8 staff in accordance with specifsica-
-tions approved by DoDDS and were field tested on a sample of fourth-,
eighth -, and eleventh=gsraders in schools across::the United States pribi-
to the ultimate adoption*for the_poDDS tests. The finalized,DobDS tests
contained 56, 66, and 81 test items fort.he fourth eighth, and mlevenIh
grades, respectively.'
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Grade 4

TARE 2 I (continued)

Grade 8

B, Analyze 'relationships
between human beings and their social environments.

Identifies,and describes scme inflUences

groups (e,g,, family, peer) and institu-

tions have on individual
behavior and

attitudes (el:, choice
of cloths, food,

language, recreation,
attitudeS toward

other people and institlitions,
and cul-

tural perceptions) and compares these

influences with those in other culture',

(81)

Identifies individuals and groups whose

efforts, ideas, or inventions have signi=

ficantly affected the lives of other

human beings and describes their contri

butions. ,(82)

Explains how various ethnic, pups (both

within and outSide'a society have contri=

buted to the development of a particular

culture. (810)

4,
Identifies individuals and groups whose

efforts, ideas, or inventions have Signi,

ficantly affected the lives of other

human beings and describes their contri-

(132)

5, Explains and evaluates
some ways human

resources have been
allocated, utilized

and conserved in the community, the

nation and in other societies, (88)

6, Explains how various ethnic groups (both

'within and outside a society) have contd=

buted to the development of a particular

culture. (8IO)

Grade II

3. Describes major changes that
have occurred in

the way people live, or work,(;includingrone's

own life) and ellajhs what ideas and oven

tions helped bring about these
changes: (83)

4,
Describes some factors that might promote or.

inhibit change, And generalizes about their

effect on society;

5. Explains and evaluates some ways human

resources have been allocated:utilized and

conserved in the community, the not* and

in' other, societies: (88)

6, Explains how various ethnic groups (both

within and outside a society) have contri-

buted to the development of a particular

culture. (xIO)
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Grade 4

TABLE 2.1 (continued,

Grade .8

C. Analyze relationships between human beings and their natural and man-made envirenments.

'Grade 11

7 identificthe.majer featores,of the

physleal.lin'vironilieht and knows some of

. the senora characteristics of regions

and reOnal pattern in the world, (Cl)

1: Identifies the major features of the

physical environment anti knows vme 4

the general characteristics of regions

and Tegional patterns in the world, (Cl)

e

Describes ways human beings have' adapted to or

modified their physical environment; explains'

Some reasons for thOse Oopg6; describes and

evaluates the effects of such changes. (C2)

8 Describes =ways human beings have adapted

to or modified their physical environment;

explains some reasons for these changes;

describes and evaluates the effects of

such changes: (C2)

8. Describes MP human beings have adapted

to or modified their physical erlironment;

explains one reasons for these changes;

Oscribes and evaluates the effects of

such changes'. (C2)

9 Explains and evaluates some Offects of

technology inventions and methods

of production) on the relationship

between human beings and the physical

environment: (C3I

8, 41,ain and 'evaluates some effects of technn-

'logy (e.g., inventions and methods of produc-

tion) on the relationship between hinun beings

And the physical enOrdpment, (C3)

k



TABLE 2,1 (continued)

Grade 4 Grade 8

t, Understand decision- making processes,

Grade 11

4

9, Gives examples of 'some decisions made at

home, in school, in peer groups, or at

work, which affect the individuali idea=

tifips 40 makes these decisions and

describes hew these decisions have

affected individual behavior, (01)

10. Oemonstrates knowledge of the reams for

`roles and laws within a society, (05)

10, Identifies the structure and function of

government within their school and cOm-

mbnity. (07)

11 Identifies the rights of the indjvidual

os expressed in the United States Consti-

totiontand,explains the importance of

these rights in public and private

decision-making, (00

12. Compares and c tracts decision making

processes of de vatic and totali-.

tarian political SyStems and socialistic

and capitalistic,economic Systems, (016)

I ntifies the rights of the indiVidual as

Messed in the United States Constitution

and;exPlains the importance of these rights in

public and private decision.making, .(08)

10, Expfains the fOrmal.and informal relationships

among tine branches of the federal government

and analyzes the importance of these relation-

ships in deeision4aking, (09)

Identifies the changing relationships in the

division of power between local, state and

national governments, and analyzes some

effects these relationships have on the

decision-making process, (010)

12, Identifies specific interests of some of the

major eipnomic social, and political organj-

lationsOriq theUnited State? and describes

save influences these groups have ho the'(

decisloo-making process, (DO)

1 Compares and contrasts decision.making pro=

cesses, of demoiratic and totalitarian poll-

ff

OW systems and socialistic and capital

istic economic systems, (016)

14, Identifies and explains some of the politic-

cal and,economic interactions among nations.

(018)
4
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Grade 4
1

TARE 2.1 (continued)

Grade fi

E, Analfle c

t

11. iidentifies potential sources of conflict.

in groups (e.g., familyi'peer.., School,

community, national and internatiOnal),

(El)

12. Ges'conitructive ways of handling con-

flict Situations.' (E6)

i

4 4-

flirt and the impgt it Os on individual and coup relationships.

,
. . .

13, Identities ,ways people ceact to conflict

in family, peer, school, comonity,

national and international situations,

and evaluates those rutttid. (E3)

,Grade 11

__L

15.: [dent fies ways people react to conflict in

family, peer, school, comonity, national and

international situations, ana*evaluates those

;Nctions, (0)

16, Identifies ways conflict has been died in,

family, peer, school, comunity, nationcLand,

international SitUdti005, and evaluates the '

methods used in handling such MINOS., (El)

4

i
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)uktionnai res and Interviews

The general pwrpose of developing student questionnaires and inter-
,. view schedules: was three-fold: (1) to provide a'charaCteriiation,of stu-
dent attitudes and skills, (2) to obtain demographic :information about '
students, and (3) -to assist in identifying student characteristics that

_Might bear a-relationshid-tO social studOes achievement.

-Questionnaires. 5tudent questionnaires emphasized three principal
topic areas, each,area reflective of a DoDDS social studies goal': L1)
developing huMan relatiAs skills necessary to communicate and work withF people (in partiCular,-appreCiation of the ho-st nation culture); (2) 4developing a positive'self-concept and moving toward self-actualiqation
(especially in regard to career planning); and (3) developing a commitment
to the right of self` determAation for all human beings (with special
,emphaSis onAisplaying'egalitarian attitudes). Otherquestionnaire
solicited student opinions and preferenCes about Acial studies
curriculum and information about, student background.

The sco e and depth of thequestionnaires (98 items for fourthL
graders, 14 for eighth-graders,,,;and-144 for eleventh-graders-)---precluded

possibi y of'obtaining respOnses to all questions from-all students
tested. To lessen the time commitment of each student, the questionnaire
items were disiided into three forms at each grade level administered such
that each studeat answered approximately one-third of the age-appropriate

Nou6stions. ,Certain-demographic And very general items' appeared on all.
three forms Mith.in a level. The eighth- and eleventh-grade questionnaire
forms were very similar, containing many questi=ons in common-to facilitate
grade-to-grade comparisons. The fourth-grade forms covered similar
'content but were simplified in wording and format

luden 'imterviews. The primary purpose .of the interviews' was,
pbtain,more in-depthinformation about the topics of iitere5tthan was,
possible thrPiigh'multiple-choice questionnaires Personal,interviews were
conducted by,NES staff with a sample of students tested in orderjto explore
more fully'their,perceptionS and attitudes about social studies in their
curricular and extra-curricular lives. The one-to-one interview contact
afforded another, equally important opportunity: administration of, exer-
cises, specially designed for each grade-level, to assess the level of
effectiveness in students' thinking skills. These in- person exercises
permitted observation of the way students approach problems, process
information, and seek solutions--observations not readily obtainable

-through conventional paper-and-pencil tests.



Teacher views

The survey instruments for teachers consisted of a questionnaire and
an interview administered to fourth-,. eighth-, and eleventh -grade teachers.

Their primary purposes were to (1) obtain-a characterization of the
social studies curriculum -and instructional environment from the teacher's
perspective with special emphasis on textbooks, scope and sequence, course
content, methodology, availability of materials and relationship with Host

,Nation programs; and (2) Obtain teacher. perceptions and opinions of curries,
culum development and planning efforts amt their personal in- service needs.

Additional survey items focused on teacher background and characteristiCs.



ntroddCtion

III DATA COLLECTION AND PARTICIPATION

TO i ease the efficiency Ofdata Collection activities' and to
reduce the potential,iMpact oflOssessMent-Activitieson school personnel

, ,and.:students, a sampling desig-n,was adopted for the A two-
`stage stratified cluster design was used to select (a-. random- sample for

Students from the DOD population, at each of, -the three grade levels.
The sampling plat-rat each grade level-ensured fair representation of
studets from eathr6fthe three brancheS, of service and each:_of the five
"DoDD,S regions-.", appropriate statistical technig*s ensun6d that the
results deScribed r.Rtthis report represent the best estimates 13f the
-! "true" achievement --ores whi.ch woutd have fieen'obtained had all DODS
students in he specified grades, 'rather than .a representative
been tested. -

The purposes of this 'chapter is to AO ilpe the basic..elements of
the- Sampling plan, to outline the °p rOcedur °e used in data collection,
and to characterize the sample of participat g Students and teachers.

Sampl ing

Student sa lin for estin The design and implementation of ,stu-
dent sampling were id ti al at all three grade levels-. Two stratifica-
tion variables were Selec ed for the-sampling plan: (1) branch'of service
(which'had three categori.s: Army, Navy including Marines, and Air. Force
and (2) DOD region (which had five categories: 77-Atlantic, Germany North,
Germaoy -South, Mediterranean, and Pacific). According to this stratifica-
tion plan, -schools with similar.charactertistits''could.be grouped together

N from which_a, proportionally representative sample of students'could be
drawn.

Table. 3.1 describes the coMposition of the studerlt sample in terms
o the sampling categories. Note that the Table includes two additional
categories of branch of service: "civilian" and "I don't know." While
the sampling plan was based on the branch of service with which each._
school was associated, the table shows parent's branch of service as,.

repqrted by students on the student questionnaire.
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TABLE

'UMBER, OF STUDENTS TESUD

Category
Number o Students TeStdd-,

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade

TOTAL,-:

SION

-1681. 164 -1632

Atlantic .-228 190

Germany North 374 384. -,-. 317 k

Germany Sath' 374 351' 370-

4. Mediterranean 300 3'72 294::

5. PaCific 349 348

'BRANCH OF SERVICE

1. Army! 531 550'. 519

2. Navy 360 271 198

(inCl. Marines.)
Air Force 584 554 554

Civilians* 134 2148 325

"Udon't know"* 32 5 1

no in text

Sampling for quetioaires. Th'e student samp1e,describep:above
med- the basis%forthesamples of student's and teachers completing

questionnaire and partjcipatinSi in interviews. Each student tested

compl eted one form of the student qA'stionnaire (contaii.ing approximately,
one -third of-the grade-Specific questions). The questionnaire forms

'8; and C) for each grade were distributed systematically'within.classes
tested so as to result in similarly representative samples.- The number

or students responding_ to each questionnaire item at each grade level was

between 538 and 585.

A sample of-teachers of participating students at each grade level

-was randomly selected to;complete teacher questionnaires. Mtotal of 78
teachers of eighth - graders _and 78 teachers of-eleventh-graders completed

a questionnaire-. All were teachers pf social studies. The number of

teachers of fourth-graders included in. the questionnaire sample
augmented to 117 to reflect the larger population:of .0oDDS elementary:.
school teachers.



Sam lin fOrinterviews-.-interviews -.. :A of:StudentsteSted And a sub-
saMOle ofteacherS4ho,comp eted.-queStionnaires were randomly selected for
participation imInterviews.-.:The'interview samples. included 64, 72,. and
68.teachers of fourth-,eighth- and eleventh-graders-,'reSpecti4ely, and- a
total :of 101 fourthgraders, 109 eighth-graders, and-111 eleventh-graders.

all:itsts'andAuestionnaires Was.scheduled to occur
during the-Period of'May-5 through-may 16, 1980 and was con4ucted by DoODS

.teachers.: During a roughly concurrent period, trained- stafrof National
Evaluation 'Systems- visited. the overseas schools to tonduct,Student and
teacher interviews. A total- of 129 schools participated. in-the-assessment.

The- sample of students drawn_for-testing- was coMprised of 141 .fourth-
grade classes, 98 eighth -grade .classes,- 95 eleventh-grade classes.
Testing and-questionnaire administration required 141 1/2. hours in each class.
Interviews were scheduled to require 20-30 minutes per. student and 30-45
minutes per teacher. Most, however, tended to run loOer.

-All-answer sheets,. questionnaire forMs, and interview records were
returned to National Evaluation Systems for processing =and Analysis,
including extensive content analysis of interview data The ensuing
chapters-of this report. present the results-of these analyses in as much
depth as possible to maximize their, usefulness to school personnel:

Profile of StUdent Participants

.Responses to certainstudentAuestionnaire items not presented else-
where in this report are described'here as a general characterization of
.participating students. Table 3.2 describes the percentage of students
at each grade level selecting each response toeach item.
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TABLE -.3,2

PROFILE OF STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

Question /Response
Percentage of Students,

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 11

You are:

male
female

How long have you lived
in the country you live in now?

Less than 6 months

6 months 61 year

1 -year to 2. years-.

More than. 2 years

Altogether; how long have you
attended an Overseas Dependent
School?

Less. than 1 year

1 to 2 years

.3 years or more

Were either of your parents
n in the country in which
new live?

la
-

Yes

No

I don.`.t know

48.8

50,7.

10.2

J9.6

27.9

39.6

25.2

35.1

36.7

14.4

79.2

4.4

50.7
49.0

7.3

19.6

25.5

46.0

18.1

28.7

51.9

20.9

77.5

0.5

50.5
49.3

5.2

16.5

21.1

54.7

13.4

. 22.7

620

23.0

75.1

0.1

*Percentages for each question do not sum to 100% due to non - response of a
small prOportion of students



n roduction

IV. ACQUISITION OF COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES.

The purpose of this chapter is:to.describe student acquisition of
cognitive objectives:as,meat_ured by -the objective- referenced multiple-choice:. ests-Administered to each grabes four,- eight, and eleven

_The deSign of the assessment permits three levels. of analysis of student
-"OerfOrmance: (1): total test score, (2) objectiVe 'scoreSaildi(3) AteM:
scores: 'The.disCussion begins with An-overvieWbased on total, test score.
and proceeds with a presentation of scores- on eaCh.objective, organized by.
topic .(or grial), area The performance of each grade: level on each,:objec=
tive "is described in terms of. the average-percentage of items answered
.cOrrectly,,Io provide More-Substance. and,meaniogfutneSs to these data,
highlights of perforMance on.Andividual.items (percentage of students
answering correctly) are also presented.. Please note- that not all items
are described; only a sufficient selection .to characterize student perforce.
mance on the objective,

The full text of each learning. objective is'presented in Chapter I;
:shortened, versions are used here only to achieve parsimony in the graphical
and narrative presentation of results= :Note that,' fiTtomexases, the same:.
objective is assesed at- more 'than onpAOade level; however, different. sets
-of test guettions (itemsli-are--used to measure a given objeCtive-at two
different grades. 'Thereader. is, therefore, cautioned against making
grade-to-grade comparisonS except (where.noted) in the few cases that a,
single item administered to two different grades,

n erpretin the scores. Because the scores were generated on the
basis of a s42plf of students any giVen score should be considered an
estimate of the true score of the population that the group represents
e.g all fourth-graders or all eighth-graders in the system). This

means that if, for example, the score for a group is reported as 61%, the
true score of the population is likely to be either that score or.Nery
close to it., It would be safe to say that the true score is probably no
more tharrtwo percentage points higher or lower than the reported score.
The reader is cautioned to refrain from drawing inferences frOm 'small
differences between,scores (e.g., between scores on two different
objectives at a grade level).

Some of the results in this chapter inVolve,comparisons of scores; in
each case, the score of one group is compared with that of.another group.
The narrative focuses only on those differences that were statistically
significant.- .However, the reader is reminded that statistical difference
is not tobe equated with educational meaningfulness. Small differences
between groups may be statistically significant in one case and not in



another due to a variety of factors. Even where statistically signifi-
cant,-differences may be too small to be educationally meaningful.4 What
is.educationally meaningful depends-on 'the' reader's judgment about the

practical implications of given differences in Scores.

The reader is further cautioned to refrain f om draWing,cause-effecf

Oferences from these data Observed differences bgtweenAroups do not

indicate cause-effect relationships. Such relationships cannot be proved

by the assessment data While there may be.a relationship between achieve-
ment and a given variable (e.g., sex of the stli.idT77friidata do not indi-

cate the reason or cause for the relationship. The differences observed

-suggest only a relationship between a given factor and achievement, not a

causative influence of the factor on achievement.

Overview of Total Test Performance

The broadest.analysis of stUdent :per nanCe'iS: provided by total

test scores, that/Js;_the average-percentAs of -all -items on the test

answered correctly-by students at each_ g ade,ieveL These scores, are

displayed in Figure 4.1.for all students in a grade and for students

in eAylEufclq. Recall -that7IFIe tests were substantially different for

each grade-level, which means that grade-to-grade-comparisons should not

be made'.

Fourth-graders scored an average of about 70% correct on their test,

While eighth- and eleventh-graders scored about 68% and 65%, respectively

Perhaps more revealing is that, within each grade level, performance was

extremely consistent across the regions.' While some differences were

statistically signficant, they-were so small-as to lack educational mean-
,

ingfulness.

Differences Between Groups f Students

Introduction. There are two ways in which student quettionnaire

results may be used First, students may be grouped on the basis of
their questionnaire responses, and the test achievement of the resulting

"reporting groups" may then be compared (i.e.', an "achievement analysis"

Second, an examination-of the responses MM, in itself, provide `a policy-

relevant characterization of students and student attitudes (i.e., a

"survey affalysis"). In this chapter, selected student questionnaire vari-

Ales whichjwere analyzed in relationship to achievement are discussed.



FIGURE 4.1

Student Performance:'TotalTest Score

Grade 4 10% 20%- 30% 40% o 60% 7 80% 90% 100%

Region Atiantic

3 Germany. South

4 Mediterranean

5 Pacific

Grade

72.7*

Region 1 Atlantic.

2 Germany North

3 Germany South

4 Mediterranean

5 Pacific

grade 11

67.6

70.1 p

68.5

64.1*

68.3

68.3

2 Germany North

3 Germany South

4 Mediterranean

64.6

67.4

.62.3

63.9

67.6

65.8

1

`Represents score statistically significantly different from score for all students in grade.



The average percentage of all test items answered correctly was

computed for each student` group,- each'casei the average total test
Score for the group is compared to the average. total testscore-for all

students at that -grade level in the system. Figure 4,2 graphically:
diSplays total- test:achievement comparisons for eight selected student

questjonnaire reporting groups.

Sex of student. There was no difference in total test performanc
among fourth-grade girls and boys, and sualldifferences among eighth and

'eleventh-graders, while statistically significant, were very small.

Branch of SerVice Students of parents in the Army scored 3% (eighth

grade to e event grade) below the systeh-wide average. Students of

"Civilians" scored about 4% higher than the average at all three grade-
,

levels.

Level of _achievement, Students intheeighth and eleVenth grade were
asked to rate themselves as .A, B, .C, or-D-students; fourth-graders'
general level,of achievement was rated by their teachers, At all three

grade levels, achievement increased as- rating of generai( Classroom
/iachievement increased. :"A". students scored 13%-15%: hil. erthan the

systeM average, while "C" students scored 10%46% lower than the average.

Amount of social studies. At all grade levelS,studerrs who said
they spend "too much":t1Mefearning,about'Socialstudie 4%-6%

below the system average, -while eighth- and eleventh-graders_whosaid
fE6Tsped'."too little" time scored 4%-5% above themerage. These

results suggest that attitude toward -social iEdies bears a relation-
ship to:achievement. The large majority of students, however, _felt,

that the amount of social studies was "about right.'

Amount_Ofreading, Any relationship between adhievement and amount
of reading required in social studies (as compared to other classes) was

unclear from the resuitS. The only notable finding was at the eighth-grade-
level where those students whO said they did "much less" readfng iI social

studies c7lass scored 6% below the system average...

Preference for social tudies. Those-eighth- and eleventh-grader's

who ii e Sonia stU es _ all.their subjects scored 3%4% higher

than the system average, while those who like it "least" scored 5%-6%

*lower than the average.



Total Test Achievernen

FIGURE 4.2

by Student 9uesti inaire Reporting Groups
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FIGURE 4.2 (Continued)

Total Test Achievement by Student Questionnaire Reporting Groups

Amount of Time Spent. Learning Social Studies

To ,little Ei About right

b.
U
Ui

0
U

Ui
YJ

'10

Amoarof Reading in Social Studies (compared with other classes)

GRADE 4: Not GRADES 8 and 1 Much greater

Greater

[-=1 About the same

Less

El Much less

Student Preference for Social Studies (in.c mparison to other classed

g-Like Social Studies BEST 0 Like Social Studies LEAST.

W. 100
cc

C
U
a?, 60

40

20

GRADE 4

70% 69%.

GRADE 8 GRADE 11



FIGURE 42 Continued)

Achievement by Student Questionnai e Reporting Group

Difficulty of Riading Material in Social Studies (compared with other classes)

El LessGRADE 4: Harder,

O Same

Easier

GRADES 8 and 11:

100
GRADE 4

71% 71%

55-

GRADE

Much greater

Greater

0 About the same

68% 70% 71%
62% 58% 1-59%

Much less

GRADE 11

65%
717

How Students Feel About Living in their Host Nation

GRADE 4:

EDI like it here; I feel I it is my home.

I don't like it here; I wish I were home.

Lu 100
CC

800
t 60
kil

c-2 40
Q

2L.

GRADES 8 and 11:

113 I feel as though this country is my home.

PI think it will feel like home someday.

I wish I were home.

I would rather be living in any other country.

GRADE 4

72% 69%

GRADE a

69% 69% 67%
59%

GRADE 11

67% 67% 62%
55%



ifficulty of reading. Results= were much clearer regarding the

"difficulty" of reading in social -studieS' class. Those- students who

found social StudieS reading- of "much greater" difficulty scored from
6 %-7% (fourth and eleventh grades) to .121. (eighth grade), below the sYstem.

,average.. ThOse who found it-"Much easier" scored 44%,(eighth grade) -to.
(eleventh grade) higher than the-,average.

'Attitude toward host nation. Eighth- and eleventh - graders who

defjnitely do not like living in the frost natioms,tpred 9%40% below the ,

system average. Differences at the fourth-grade level were statistically
significant but small at 2%.

uire Knowled-e About Human' Bein s and Their Socia

Nan -Mde Environment

Overview. Within this, topic area, three objectives were tested- at

grades four. and-eight,. and two objectives were .tested.at the eleventh-grade

level, The objectives assessedwere focused heavily on knowledge of basic
social studies conceptS. Performance reflected the introduCtory nature of

the objectives: -ese objectives- generally represented the highest achieve-

Ment demonstrat by eighth- and, eleventh-graders but SubStantially lower
performance by ourth-graders. .Figure 4.3 displays results for each grade.

./,'Fourth/grade.: Student performance was quite consistent across the

three ObjeFtives in this topicarea. Of the four or five- items for each
`objective4 fourth-graders answered an average of 64-.8%-69.5% correctly.
Their knowledge of groups that humans'form.Ubjective 1) ranged from a
high. of 87% correct on an item assessing recognition of' a ''club". (versus,.

a goVernment, family, or community) to a low,of'54%. correct on an. item
rOuiring-recognitton --or a group. age-peers (interestingly, :3.8% of

fourth. - .graders appear to believe that a group of school friends are

alike in "religion" rather-than "ages").

PerformanCe-on ObjeCtIve 2, asSessing,knowtedge of groupfLinctions,,,

showed a similar range 'among. fourth-graders' While the average:for:the.
objective was 64.8% correct, 49% of fourth-graders. knew the purpose of

UNICEF, while 87% knew.that -"-governments" are responsible for making.

laws in most countries.. On -Objective-3, assessing knowledge of cultural

universals, pe'rformance was somewhat more eVen,across three of the,four

55%-59% of fourth-graders knew that "Shelter"...and-"tfoththg" are
'basic needs, while "money" AS not universal. However, many more students

(88% of them) recognized the universal, "no smoking- sign."



FIGURE 4.3

Student.Performance:

AcqUires Knowied*About Humin ReinO
and their Social, Natural and Man-Made bwirotiment

Objectives

Average Percent Items. Correct

10% 2 ° 30%. 40% 6 / 60% 70% %v 100%

GRADE 4

ies groups that human

scribes funCtions of groups

Identifies cultural universals

GRADE 8

.64.8

65.9

Describes functions of basic institutions

2. Identifies cultural universals 74.5

3. Describes patterns of settlement

GRADE 11

I. Describes functions of groups and
consequences of changes

2. Describes functions of basic
institutions; how and why they
change

83.4

77.6



.

Eighth,--
rde.,-Average performance of eighth-graders on the three-

.

objectiyes-;,1* this topic area ranged froM a low of 68.5% correct on de-

cribing' furittions of institutions (Objective 1) to a higbof 74.5%-76.6%

correct on identifying cultural universals (Objective 2) and patterns of

-s'ettlement (Objective 3),, respectively., PerforMance on Objective 1 was

quite variable:. fOr example, 79% of eighth.'-graders knew that "religious",

institutions provide for spiritual needs, but fewer (57 %) knew that the-,
"Constitution" states civil rights of U.S. citizens (many, 29%, thought

the "Declaration of Independence" did 9) ,

A similar range was Observed on Objective 2 relating to cultural

universals For example, 97% of eighth-graders knew "food" to be a basic'

need, while 63%. recognized "shelter" as such;-even' fewer (54%)recogn.tied-:

the universal nature of "marriage" (as opposed-to "Aristianfty", "English

language," and "collective farmingn. Performbcp-was slightly higher, as

.a rule, on items for Objective 3 regardtng patterns of settlement. The

large majority (86%-91%) of .eighthgradek could identify a "village" and a

"tribe,""-78% knew that-"communities"'probablypreceded "cities," "states,"

and .,'cations " "` ! and fewer (637.-66%) recognized the definition of "nomads"

and

,Eleventh ; grade. Performance of eleventh-graders Was higher on the

two objectives in''this topic area than on any other objectives: '83.11V

correct on understanding changing functions of groups (Objective 1) and

77.6%.dorrect munderstanding hanging, functions of institutions

(Objective 2). Scoring on all five items for Objective 1 was in the

eighties: 80%-87% of eleventhgrAOrs .knew -the. functions of "shamans"'

and "dictators," understood "separation ofthurch and state", growth of

"child care centers," and the fact:that " "automation and mass productionP

has tended to replace skilled craftspeople:

Scoring was almost as high on items for Objective. 2. HigheSt performs

mance (88%) was on an item requiring recognition that "movement toward

la] equality for women" is.a factor in the development of female Clergy

insomelreligions. About 78%-79% of eleventh-graders saw increasing
health care costs, 'as a factor encouraging socialized medicine and lower

labor and resource costs in some foreign countries ascontr.ibuting to

Amerian business developement overseas.

Analyze Relationships ween Human Bein and Their Social Environment

Overview.. Within this topfc area, three objectives .were assessed

at and eighth -grade levels, fOur at the eleventh-grade level.

The performance pattern across the objectives varied considerabll,:from
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rade tograde.. Results are shown graphfOalJy:in Figure 4.-4. Among '
fourth-graders, two of the three objectfveS-reflected,thelowest average
performance of all objectives for that grade level, the third (Objective 4)
was relatively high (77,4%) Eighth - graders scored relatively-low on all
three objectives (60.1%1-66.8%--correOt) Among eleventh-graders, Perfor-
mance ranged from a low of 58 8% correeton'Objective 3"to a high of 74-.9%
on Objective%4;-the other two objectives, 5-and 6, were somewhat below the
mediap-,for:thegrade at approximately 65% correct.

FoUrth: rale. Students performed rather r-well on "`;the. two
related to identifying, influencet Om individual behavior(ObjectiVe.4).
8etween 77% and 79% recogninq that: (6) early schodl' experiences help
one learn to .get along.With,others, and (b) one's parents are the deter-
miningfactor'in=what language ,one first learns to speak.-

Rerformance.efJourth-graderS'was not as high on ObjeCtiv.045 (recog-
.--nizinTsignificantcontributionsOf individuals): 76%-78% knew of the
contributions of Thomas Edison and the-Wright brothers; however, somewhat.
fewer (59 %x'63 %) knew of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s civil rights work and'
Abraham Lincoln's efforts to free Slavet,..and.only 42%Rnew of Harriet
Tubman's work.

FOurth7grad rs sdored- -least Wellon.Objective 6 dealing_with contri-
butions of ethnic groups.. The majority of students (75%-77%) .recognized
contributions of.American-Indians, but by contrast, only 13% knew that our
number system fs Arabic in origin.

f12[21Lan., On the whole, eighth - graders- performed at -about the
4 same level as did fourth-graders on recognizing-coAributions-of individ

uals (Objective 4), answeriri correctly an average of 66.8%.of the items
Two items for this objective were administered to both of these, rade
levels: many mare eighth - graders than fourth-graders knew of Martin Luther
King, Jr.,f(78% vs., 59%) and. Harriet Tubman (80% vs. 42%). -Howdver,ilower
proportions of, eighth-graders answering correctly two items on Mahatma
Gandhi (58%) and George Washington Carver (47%) lowered the average for
the dbjective.

,-- ,
Average eighth gr6de perfarmante was also low (60.1%) on Objective 6

,...
regarding contribution of ethnic groups. Three of theirMOtems dupli-,
cated those-administered to fourth-graders and eighth-graders-Substantjally
Outperformed the Yo4nger students; for examOle, 70% (vs. 40%) knew of =the_.
English influence on the American way of life, and 25% (vs. la%) knew about
our Arabic number system. (Even more eleventh-graders, 78% and 35%-,,
respectively, answered these two items correctly.) Performance was at the
median for this objective on two other eighth grade items: 65 % -67% kneW
about A2tec influencei6 South America and Cuban influence in- Florida:



FIGURE 4-.4
Student Performance:

Analyze Relationships-Between Human Beings
and their Social Envirnment

Average -ftrcent Items Correct

Objectives
10% 20% ,30%' 40%" 50% 0% 70%, ,) 90% i -0%

GRADE 4

4. Identifies ihfluences of groups and
institutions'on individuals

Identifies significant contributions of
individuals and groups

6.. Explains contributions of ethnic groups
to a culture

.GRADE 8

'.4..Identifie§ significant contributions of
individuals and *groups

5 Explains allocation, i.ise and
conservationof human resources

6: Explains contrib6tions of ethnic groups
,.to a culture-

GRADE 11

escribes major changes
lives

4. Describes facts affecting change

5 Explains alrocatiph, use and
conservation of human resources

6. Explains contributions o
to a culture k.
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On the third eighth-grade objective in this topic area Objective 5,
Human Resources), perfOrmance ranged midely from 73% to 45% correct. For
example, only 46% recognized that discrimination against minorities in the
U.S, represents "a major waste of-humdri resources," while 72% knew that
the growing use of computers has forced many people to "learn new skills
and find new jobs."

Eleventh grade.- Within this topit area, eleventh grade performance
was lowest on Objective 3 (58.8%) which required knowledge of historical
events and trends that affected American life. About 60%-65% of eleventh-
graders could identify the effect of the Industrial Revolution on urban
centers, several effects of the women's movement, and the effect of
increasing mobility on family life. Average performance on the objective
was lowered, however, by the fact that only about 44% of eleventh-graders
ould relate scientific discoverieS to decline in religious faith,

.

Performance was somehw'at higher on two other objectives (about 65%
correct)., Regardirig human resources. (Objective 5), eleventh- graders were
relatively consistent:. 72%-74% knew about China's comparatively heavy'
emphasis bn human resources in farming and construction trades and aboOt

, the likely need for increased social services in a rapidly growing, newly
industrialized community. Only slightly fewer (64%-67%) knew that,
historically, "labor" represents the largest U.S. allocatiOn'of human

ources and that industrialization tends to decrease allocations of
human resources. By contrast to Objective 5,eleventlf-graders' average
performance on Objective 6 represented a wide range across the six items
tested, including the 35% and 78% noted earlier regarding Arabic numerals
and English influence, respectively, as well as 83% answering ',correctly
regarding the Spanish-American influerite in the U.S. Southwest--

.The highest performance (74.9%) of eleventh-graders in this topic
area was on Objective 4 requiring understanding of factors affecting
social change. While about half of eleventh-graders recognized a major
reason for social upheaval in the Mideast following discovery of oil, many
more (76%-87%) recognized effects of such factors as a growing awareness
of equal rights, the first Soviet satellite launching, increasing urban
traffic problems, and improvements in the quality of health care.

Analyze Relationships Between Humans Their Natural and
Environment

Overview. Within this topic area, two objectives were assessed
at each of grades four and eleven, three at grade eight. An objective
assessing understanding of human adaptation to physical environment
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(Objective H8 for grades four and eight, Objective. 7for eleventh-graders)
showed average performance just about the median for all three grades

(75.2%, 69.7%,- and 71.3%,respeCtively). Note that none. of the items

assessing this objective were the same for any two grade levels. On

identifying- geographical features (Objective 7 for both fourth and eighth

grade),performmice- was somewhat below the median for fourth grade, just

above the median for eighth grade; two of the five items were identical at

the two age levels, Eighth-graders performed somewhat better on explaining.

effects of technology (Objective 9); but among eleventh-graders, this same

objective -(#8) represented their third- lowest performance (51.2% correct)

Figure 4.5 graphs results for objectives in this topic area.

Fourth grade. Performance varied widely across the items assessing

geographical knowledge (Objective 7). While 77%-82% knew that " "equator"

has the warmest climate, that the "Rockies" are a U.S. mountain range, and

that "Hawaii" is the state which is composed entirely of islands, far fewer

could locate the world's largest desert in "Africa" ,(59%) or:locate on 3

topographical map the most likely site for a city (30%).

As compared with the Objective 7 average (65.3% correct), fourth-

grade performance on Objective 8 was higher (75.2%). The objective

assessed knowledge of methods of adapting to the physical environment.

High percentages of fourth-graders (81-91%) recognized the adaptive

functions of "tunnels" and "bridges" and ways of compensating for scarce,

resources (as in using "snow" to build houses). Many fewer recognized.

"skyscrapers" as a way of conserving building space (59%) and the use

of dikes- as a way to "make more land available for farming" (50%),

ade. Eighth-graders scored fairly consistently on a set of

five i erent items assessing the same objective regarding adaptation to

physical environment. On this, Objective 8, their average score was 69.7%

correct, and the proportions ansaering correctly specific items ranged

from 59%-77%. While 67%40% understood the use of "terraces" to adapt
land for farming and the adaptation of sod as a building material by early

settl slightly more (77%) understood the function of "reservoirs" and

the pu,00se of the Panama Canal,

Eighth-graders.' score pattern was somewhat similar on Objective 7,

which assessed knowledge of geographical features (average 69.2%- correct

While 59% could locate on a map the likely site for a city (versus 30% of

fourth-graders, noted earlier) and locate "Australia" entirely south of

the equator, slightly more (61%) knew that "hurricanes" are the type of

storm that often begin in tropical climates. In contrast, 88% (versus 77%

of fourth-graders, noted earlier) knew that the "equator has the warmest

climate," and 80% knew that the climate of most of the U.S. is "temperate."



FIGURE 4.5

Student Pelorrnance:

Analyze Relationships Between Human Beings
and their Natural and Man -Made' Environment.

Average Percent items Correct
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The pattern of eighth -grade performance on items assessing knowledge

of the effects 'of technology resulted in A slightly higher average score

for Objective 9. About four-fifths of the students could relate "collec-

tors" to "solar" energy and "automobiles" with "air" pollution. Lowest

performance for this objective was on an item requiring understanding

that "spraying insecticides to kill harmful insects" is dangerous In

that it may al "kill useful insects"' (53% answered correctly).

. Eleventh grade. Performance was relatively high (71.3%) ovObjec!=

tive 7 assessing knowledge of ways-of adapting to physical environment.

Foie-fifths of eleventh-graders knew that "strip-mining" cause's "soil

erosion"'andthree-quarters'could-ideni=ify a factor likely to cause.

"arvuOset,in the balance of ecosysteMs." Lowest performance (54% correct),

was on identifying the purpose of a "dike."

By contrast, eleventhgrade scores were relatively low on the four-

items assessing Objective 8. About 60% knew that aaancing technology can

irreversibly cause extinction of certain wildlife species, and a similar

proportion could identify effects of diverting river water. Far fewer

knew that "extensive burning of fossil fuels" has resulted in a "rise in

atmospheric temperature" (49% correct), and that nuclear power plants

cause "thermal" pollution (34% correct).

Understand Decision-Making Processes

''Overview. Within this topic area, two objectives were assessed at

the fourth-grade level, three at th'e eighth-grade and :six at the eleventh=

grade. The two fourth-grade Objectives (9 and 10) represente=d the highest

performance exhibited by students at that level (79.1% and 85.5% correct).

Among eighth-graders, performance was relatively high in one case (73.6%

correct on Objective 10 regarding structure and function of government);-

out relatively low on the remaining two (61.0% and-67.4% correct on Objec-

tives 12 and 11, respectively). Of the six objectives assessed at the

eleventh - grade level; five showed average performance below the median for

the grade, and two of these were the lowest of all eleventh -gra objec-

tives. Figure 4.6 displays'stores for'all grades on the objectives in

this ,topit area.

Foprth-grade. .ADri all five items involving .examples of decisions

and -decisien-makers (Objective 9), between 71% and 87% of fourth - graders

answered correctly. These scores indicated that the large majority of

students recognized.decision-making roles -of,, for example, "teachers,"

one's "boss," and "American voters" (to elect the U.S. President).



FIGURE 4.6

Student Performance:
Understand oision-Making Processes
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Fourth -grade performance was:even higher on Objective 10 (and

extremely uniform across the five items) on understanding reasons for.

rules and laws in society. Between 85% and 87% correctly answered each

item. Thus, the large majority recognized the-reasons for such things

as "speed limits " "leash laws" for dogs, aritii "laws against crime."

12i2tLarLqt. Objective 10 on identifying-structure and function
of government showed relatively high average performance (73.6%) at this

grade level. Between three-quarters and four-fifths recognized the
omayor" as the head of town government, the "chief of police" as mainly
reponsible for maintaining law and: order, and the "board of education"

as usually, responsible fbr hiring and firing teachers in a school system.

Only half of the eighth-graders, however, *new that a school superinten-

dent in the U.S. is responsible for "planning the school's yearly budget."

By contrast to Objective 10, scores of eighth-graders were rela,

tively low on Objective 11 (Constitutional rights: 67.4% correct)

and Objective 12 (comparative decision-making: 61.0% correct). On.

Objective 11, for example, between 63% and 69% identified the right to

attend any church, the basis for the right to vote, and the protection

against "unreasonable search" of one's home. On Objective 12, for

example, between 56% and 60% knew that: (a) a Prime Minister leads a
"parliamentary" government, (b) that in a dictatorship the ruler makes

and enforces laws, (c) that the "one-party system" characterizes a

coununist state, and (d) a democracy is distinguished from a dictator-

ship by the fact that citizens "have a voice" tn government.

Eleventh ,rade. Of the six eleventh-grade objectives in this topic
area, te-ing e one above the median for the grade was Objective 9 on

U.S. Constitutional rights (68.1%). About,82% of eleventh - graders identi-

fied the right to "attend any church" (compared to 69% of eighth-graders,

noted earlier), the ?'right to legal counsel," and ie protection against

"cruel and unus4a1 punishment." Average performance on the objective was

covered by scordon two other items about half of eleventh-graders

Onderstoed-"the ban on double jeopardy" and "dde process of law."

Scores were considerably lower on all remaining objectives for this

topic area On Objective 10 regarding branches of-federal government,
60%-68% knew that the U.S. Senate must approve treaties with foreign

countries, that the Supreme CoOrt can declare an act of Congress uncon-

stitutionaliand that it takes a "twothirds majority of both houses" to
override a'Pi'eside.ntial veto. Even fewer eleventh-graders knew that the

Senate must approve appointments to the Supreme Court (51% correct) and

to, the President's Cabinet (39% correct).-
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Lowest performance on any eleventh-grade objective (average 40.3%
-cOrrect) was observed on Objective 11 on identifying division of power
among leve-k of government. The majority (65%) of eleventh-graders new
that funds for interstate highways come from both "state and federa
sources; slightly overhalf (53%) knew that a "governor" could request
National Guard troops in a local emergency; and even fewer -(41%) demon-
strated.understanding of the Supreme Court's role in adjudicating the
constitutionality of a law. Only 14% of all eleventh-graders knew that
it takes a "three-fourths majority of the state legislatures" to amend
the U.S. Constitution.

Objective 12 assessed and rstanding of interests and influences of
U.S. organizations; the 65.4% verage scorci,represented wide-ranging
performance across the items. While 81% of eleventh-graders recognized
that environmental 9rouns are likely to favor development of "solar"
energy,-only 47% recognized that groups that oppose school busing are
likely to argue in favor of "maintaining neighborhood schools." Between
59% and 64% knew that "publicizing example_ dfscrimination" is a way
to express objections to unfair employment practices or that "a national
health program" is likely to be favored by groups assisting low-income
families.

Objective 13 represented the second lowest performance (49.5%

I
correct) of eleventh-graders. On comparing decision-makin in different
systems, performance ranged frdm a high of 77% correct on cognizing
citizens' "voice" in democratic government (noted earlier:, 7% among-
eighth-graders) to a low of 38%-39% correct on (a) socialist,"workerS"
theorectical collective ownership of the means of production and distribu-
tion, and (b) ' "privately -owned means of produCtion" as the basis Tor eco-
nomic decisions in a capitalist system. Further, 44%-48%.knew that econo-
mic investments in a capitalist system are controlled .primarily by "private
rather than governmental decisions".and that in a communist:country, eco-
nomic decisons are based on the, priSrciple "from each according to ability,
to each according to need."

There was a cor4iderable spread in the scores on individual items
assessing Objective 14, on understanding interactions among nations (aver-
age 60.6% correct). While 80% of eleventh-graders could the main
purpose of the United Nations and 74% recognized the U..S. as an 'flimportant
market for Japanese manufactured goods," only 42%-45% demonstrated an
understanding of China's desire to improve relations with the U.S.,or of
the purposes for Arming the European Common Market. bn middle ground:
63%-58% understood that "the question of rights of Arabs living in Israel"
has been an obstacle to peace in the mideast and that underdeveloped
nations have traditionally been suppliers of-"raw materials and other
natural resources" to more developed nations.



Analyze Conflict and the Impact It Has on Individual and Group

Relationships

Overview. Within this topic area, two objectives were assessed .at the

fourth- and eleventh-grade levels one at the eighth-grade level. Fourth-

graders performed relatively well on identifying-soqces of conflict

(Objective 11: 73.8% correct) and giving examples 'og'constructive ways to

ha-rd- e. conflict (Objective 12: 77.8% correct).': The same was true among

eleve.n.--oraders: : '76.'8% correct on identifying:ways people react to con-'

fffct ( Objective 15). and 70.5% correct On identifying and evaluating ways

peop.e have handled conflict (Objective 16). In conlrast, Objective 13 for

eighth - graders (on identifying. ways people react to'conflitt) represented
the lowest'performance (59.5% correct) of any objective at this grade

level. Figure 47 graphs results at each grade level for objectives in

this topic area.

Fourth grade. On Objective 11, between 82% .and 85% of fourth-
"graders recognized different i eas and unwillingness to share as sources

of conflict. In contrast, fewe (58%-59%) demonstrated understanding Of

a conflict -of- interest situa_ and a control-struggle situation. On

ObjectiveJ2, performance tended to be higher. The large majori y of

fourth-graders could give the following constructive mays of han ling

conflict in given situations: taking turns (91% correct); talking about
problems (84% correct); voting (83% correct); and letting "a court decide"

(73% correct).

Eighth rade Roughly half of eighth-graders answered correctly
on three of the five items assessing Objective 13: identifying ways

people react to conflict. Each of these items involved predicting-a
reaction in a given conflict situation -(e.g., givAg warning or making

concessions). Performance was slightly better on the other two items,
whist' involved understanding the usefulness of -"joining together to make

complaints known" (75% correct) and active opposition to events contrary

to one's cause (62% correct).

Eleventh grade. The latter item on active opposition was also
administered to eleventh-graders to .assess this Objective-(#15 for this

grade level). °Eleventh-graders scored somewhat. higher -at',75% correct.

On two other items admintstered to both grade levels, 15%-19% more

eleventh-graders than eighth-graders answered correctly. Also notable

is tOkt in response to the notion that high school students often experi,

ence conflicting pressures to. use their time An different ways, 79%

indicated that the most effective reaction is to "respect others' advice

b4t resolve to make their own decisions"
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Eleventh-g aders answered =four questio asSe ing Objective 16

requiring understanding_ofWays peopriphy -handled conflict Their

responses indicated that 76%40% underStiltid the usE,i,of

treaties and the United Nations, while 61%-67% recognized court orders
,,

and voter referendums. as means of settling disputes.



PROBLEM SOLVING

Introduction

,

In addition to the assessment of cognitive goals-measured by the
.paper-andpinCil- tests, the CODS Comprehensive Social Studies Evaluation
included an, effort to assess another major DoDDS goal: development of
students' problem-solving skiliS. ''The 'Studenl. Interviews:provided an
opportunity. to administer exercises designedAd'assess the-effectiyeneSs
of particular aspects of students' "thinking skills." Interviewers
observed the ways in which students app roached problems, procesSed
-information,.andsought soltions.

Two "problem situations," were presented' as part, of each student
Interview. The two problem situations administered to fourth-grader5
Are presented below, followed by. the two administered to eighth- and
eleventh-graders. A summary of the findings is included in each case.

Grade .Problem Situation

The problem. Fourth-grade students were -sented with the following
situation:

"Let's pretend you have foUnd an object.- It is a piece of twisted
:black iron,' abOuta foot long. It is from Africa. You. want to bring
it to schooland show it to your clast. You,have to fi=nd out every-
thing you .can about the object; then-you' can tell your classmates
about it."

Students were asked what they would need to kneK about this object to tell

J

their class -bout-it: They were then told that-it was called a "Tonga"
and was Used by the,Mandingo Tribe. They were asked what they would do to
find out mor about it They were then told that the Mandingo people used
the Tonga "to buy food and other things" and they were asked if they knew
of something "we use in ur lives that is like the Tonga," Students\were
al5o called upon to summa ize the information and draw conclusTons about
the Tonga and to suggest other things that their classmates might want to
kriow about the Tonga.



The purpose. PrOblem Situation I was designed to evaluate mirth-

graders' skills in;

1):° generating relevant questions,

(2) identifying relevant and reliable sources of information,

(3) drawing inferentes and coming to a logical conclUsion,

(4). summarizing -information, and

(5) identifying areas for further investigation.

The results. Over half of the fo th-graders were able to enerate,

releyant questions about the Tonga. E amples of appropriate

were :. "What is it?", "What is it use- for?" and "How did it get =here?"

-Less appropriate-questions included: "Is it special?" and "How wide is

it?"

A somewhat larger number (over two-thirds)- of students were able

to identify relevant and reliable sources of information for finding out

about the Tonga-. The source, of information most commonly mentioned Joy

fourth graders was the encyclopedia. A number.of other students indTcated

that they would go to the library to search out books about the subject.

When the students were.told that the Tonga was used to buy food and

other things and asked to name "something else that is used in the same

way as_the Tonga," about three-quarters of the fourth-graders were able to

draw the conclusion that the Tonga was like money. Similarly, most f the

students were able to summarize the information about the Tonga to r ort

to their class. Fewer than half, of the students could think of anyt ing

else their classmates would like to know. Of those who could, a majority

thought their classmltes would want to know more about'how they found the

Tonga. Others thought their classmates would like to know more about the

people who made it or how it was Made.

Summary. While most of the fourth-grade studentsdemonstra_ed effec-
_

tive .problem-sol-Vingskills a sizable number of the Students at:this level

were lacking in some of the problemi-solving.skills examined, As a whole,

the fourth - graders were able to identify appropriate sources of information

for probleth solving, to summarize information,and- to draw a logical conclu7

sion. However, fourth-graders were somewhat less able to generate relevant

questions for prohleth solving.
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The problem. The second situa ion
was as fol=lows:

es hted to fpurth-grade students

"Let's pretend that your teacher_told you about two films you could
watch.- -Both are about the effects of smoking cigarettes. One film
was developed by the government and the other byra cigarette company."

-- Students were asked tp choose which filM theywould watch and to
indicate why:they made that choite. The students were a sp asked -about

they would validate the conclusions of the films.

The purpose. In-Problem'Situatiph
o demonstrate skills in:

fourth- graders were called upon-

identifying several relevant and reliable sources of informa-
tion,

analyzing and Synthesiling information obtained from various
sources, and

/

validating the outcomes nvestigation

The results. Two-thirds of -the students interviewed said they would
choose to view the government. film on the effects of cigarette smoking.
Most of the others said they would choose thecigarOtte company's film.
Only a very small number of students said they would Want to watch "both"
films, the answer considered most balanced. However, the wording -of the
question was such that students may have assumed a forced choice of one
or the other.

Most of the fourth-graders were able to give appropriate reasons
for their choice of a Wm. The most frequent reasons given for choosing
one film over the other were.that the source of the filM not chosen was
in some way deceptive, or that the source of the chosen film "gives facts"
or-"tells the truth.'" Those few students who chose to watch both films
indicated that they wanted to see both films to learn all there was to
know about smoking.

1.0,a1Most all cases, the .fourth-graders were.able- to provide the
interviewer with appropria_e methods for Validating the conclusions of
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e films. When asked how they would go about checking.if what the films

ild were true'Or -.,,,, more than'three-quarters of the fOurtli-grders

e able to.0-te:a-spurce, for!'-vallda4ing the findings-. Of these, most

idicated'AherMould'-look In an. ,encyclopedia,Qr related book'. A sizeable

number7-of students indicated that they would ask another authority such

as -aAoctor, parent,teacher,:sCientist, or'government official.

Summary. overall, the fourth-grade tudents,did: demonstrate an abil-.

ity to Analyze infonuation sources by identifying appropriate reasons for

Choosing one film over another. (The fact that most:stildents chose to rely

only one -source of information. was probably due; at least in -part, to

the wording of the probleM.). Similarly, students exhibited an ability to

validate outcomes by suggesting sources of information for confirmation of

the-findings.

Grades 3 and 11: Problem Situation I

The problem. StusTplit.J, were asked, Nhat do ybilthink are the most

Important problems gener -ally facing lar6e'citIeS?" After the students had

named one (11,.7,more problems, they were asked to select the one -problem they

would most Tike to learn more about. They were then asked, "What questions

would you ask ,about this problem to find out more about it?" and "Where

o ld you go for more information to answer the questfon(4.) you have?"

\

The purffose. In Problem Situation I, eighth- and eleventh-g

dent were asked th demonstrate the'folloWirA

de sfu-

(1) identifying problems or issues appropriate for investigation,.

(2) generating relevant questions, and

(3) identifying releVant and reliable .s 1 ces of information.

The results. As a whole, students were able to identify urban prob-

lems that were appropriate for investigation. The problems most commonly

cited by students in both grades were pollution, crime and overpopulation.

Also'menCioned frequently by the eleventh-graders were problems associated

with unemployment and housing.

Most students at both grade levels were able to generate 'at least two.

relevant questions about a problem they had cited, and many -were able to



pose at' least three significant questions. Some of the frequently posed
questions included "What's the cause?", "How will all of this affect the
future?", and "Who's to blame for the problem?"

When the students were asked where they wo.lild go for information
to answer the question s they posed, the vast majority were able to cite
at least two relevant and reliable sources of information. Virtually all
students were able to cite one good source of information. Sources of
information cited by the students included the library, the government,
and the police department.'

Summary. Overall, the students in. Grades $ and 11 'demonstrated
an ability to identify a significant issue for investigation, generate
appropriate questions for investigating the issue, and identify relevant
and reliable, sources of information for that-investigation. While, it
is difficult to quantify a student's ability to move logically from the
identification of a problem to the appropriate investigation of the prob-
lem, the transcripts of the interviews demonstrate how effectively most
of the eighth- and elel)enth-grhde.students were able to do so .

rades and 11: , Problem Situation

The problem: 'The second problerii situation administer eighth-
and eleVenth-grade students posed the following situation:

"Imagine that you have received summaries of two new scientific
studies. on nuclear energy. One, was reported by the government and
the other .by an environmental association. Which of ,the reports
would you want to read?"

After deciding which report they would read, 5tudents were asked to
explain their choice. The ttudents'were also asked how they would evaluate
the reports if'the two reports reached different conclusions and how they
would validate the conclusions if the reports reached the same conclusions.

The purpose. In Problem Situation II eighth- and eleventh -grade
students were called-upon to demonstrate the following skills:

e

identifying several relevant and reliable sources of informa-
tion,



analyzing. and synthesizing information- obtained fr various

sources, and

validating the outcomes of investigation.

The results. Fewer than one - quarter, of the students at either grade

level in icated that they wanted to-read both of the reports,, although.

eleventh-graders were somewhat More likelYthan eighth-graders to say s6.
Because of the wording of the queStion, some students may have mistakenly

assumed that they could choose only one report.

As a whole, the students were able .to generate appropriate reasons
for choosing either one or both of the reports. The most prevalent

reasons for choosing the government report were that the government has

better information than the environmental group, while the most common

reason cited for choosing the environmental association report was that

the environmental association is "concerned with the,environment and

people." Those who chose to read both reports generally reported that

they did so to get both sides of the story.

When asked howthey would decide which conclusion to accept if the

two reports cameAo different conclusions, over half the students at both

grade levels indicated that they would research the topic further and/or

read both reports and decide. However, a sizable number of students said

they didn't know how they would deal with the conflicting conclusions, or

that the decision of which conclusion to accept would be a personal choice.

When asked how they would go about checking to find out whether the

conclusions were correct if the two reports came to the same conclusion,

about half the students indicated that they would do further research or

would seek out other opinions. However, almost a quarter of the students
indicated that they didn't know how they would go about checking the

coat+usions.

Summary. The vast majority of the eighth- and eleventh-grade students

demonstrated'an ability to identify'sburces of Jnformatton, to analyze that

information and, ultimately, to validate outcomes. While the students

generally appeared to rely on a single source of information,- this may have

been due to the wording of the problem which implied a forced choice. The

students did demonstrate an ability to analyze information and validate-

theoutcomes of investigation, with most students identifying appropriate

strategies for analyzing disparate conclusions and validating the outcomes

of the research.



VI. SELF-ACTUALIZATION; COMPETENCE
IN.. HUMAN RELATIONS AND:

CAREER ATTITUDES

ntroduction

The purpose of this chapter is to.describe.the results of-student
questionnaire.. and interview items that reflect on the attainment. of two
important. DoDDS social studies:goals:

the development of a positive self-concept. and movement toward.
self - actualization, and;

the development.of a commitrpent to: the right. of selfAetermination
for all human beings And a willingness to take: rational attion-in
support of means for securing and preserving huMan.rights.

The sections bel Ow present h ihighlights of responses.
interview: items addreSsing four areas:

student movement toward self-actualization,

questionnaire and.

student:egalitarian attitudes toward nationality, race, ethnic
,backgrOund,- and sex,

attitudes toward:careers and factors influencing career chdice&,,

attitudes toward social studies.

Self - Actualization

The area of self-actualization was assessed through a series of items
the student questionnaire addressing the following questions:

(1) How realistic -are student expectations of their performance on
tasks?

What degree of responsibility. is taken by students in dealing
with others?



-Realistic Expectations, Jhe,firstarea, realistic eXpectations,was

assessed at all three,grade levels,' Students were presented with a scale

,containing 12- statements referenCing how realistiCthe stUdents'expectaZ,.

tions were in performing tasks. AMong the statements included were, for

.:Lexampletoften try.tokUp:Much,y1.4now there..aresome things-J, cam,

do betterthan.other things," and "I-.uSually AO worse on tests-than,I.

expeCted."Students in grades eight and eleven responded to each statement

on a scale from one to five. ranging-froM l'strongly.agree'to "strongly
disagree"' with the midpoint indicating that the 'student was undecideth For

the fourth graders, a more liMitedrespense 'format was uSed,.with students

- indicating whether they agreed disagreed or- were. -undecided.for each state -

ment;

A composite score representing- the average score for all items was

obtained for each student, wr-iVfa 1-ow- re representing extremely unrea-

listic expectations and khillOsCerereOresenting extremely- realistic

expectations--The results we i-e all three grades. Stu-

'dents-.exhibited, on the WhOle, 6041Y:realistic expectations. At each

grade level, the average. score was just abom -the midpoint in

the.range from-extremely unrealistic to .eXtremely'realitticexpectations.

Nevertheless, more- than-one-quarter of the students in grades eight and

eleven "agreed" or ' "strongly agreed'" that they .did not alWays finish what

they started and often tried_toAo too much. Similarly, close,to one-third

(34 -35 %) of the fOrth graders felt that they often try to do too

and that they. often lose interest in what they have started and leave it

unfinished -Further, roughly aquarter of students at all grades felt

that they usually. did not do as .well on tests as they had expected.

A number of factorsassoCiated with the school_ and the. student were

examined to. determine if they bore any relationship to how realistic-the

students' expectations were The only significant. difference was found

in relation to eighth- and eleventh-graders' self-ratings of achievement

level. Those who saw themselves as "A". or 9" students tended- to have

somewhat. more,realistic expectations- than those who saw-themseiveS as -"C"

or "D"'studenIS.

Res Onsibility in dealin with :others. The:second area examined

within self-actuali n was the appropriateness of the students' behavior

in dealing with others. This area was addresSed for-students in grades-

eight and eleven only Students were OreSentedwith a'series of three

-hypothetical- situations and a list of possible actions that-coWd be .taken

in response to each situation. Students were asked tothoose the action

they would be most likely to take -in-each situation. The response options.,

varied in terms ortheir appropriateness for the:Situation-presented.- .The

more appropriate responses called for the student to take responsibility

for his or her behavior, express his or her feelings, or demonstrate

sensitivity to the needs -of:others. '
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-the first. Situationsupposes'.the following: the student has:coMpleted
the- befit: geography Projecin class and-the teacher CallS.:;s0ecial- attention
to the prOJec.tin front- of-the claSs. --Oiler half (56-59%),Of the:student-5
in both grades eight -.and eleven indicated that:After:class. they:WOuid say
nothing:to their friends but would parents.abdut.their geod
work-,--Tater-ArrtHedaylIe this- represents an aPprepriate reSponse,
fewer than 10% of the students at both levela_selectedithe more desirable
response, 1,e. telling your friends OW good it feels*to'be recognized=,

The second situation presented to the. students involved the student-
receivinga grade of :.i1C-" for a social studies project completed hastily:.
the night before it'was due. -The -student felt the project deserved. a.
grade of 13." aver one - third (36 %) of .eighth-grade students and close to
one -half (48%) of eleventh. graders chose the most appropriate response of
taking responsibility in the incident, knowing they -could have liVeh the
task more effort- and attention. -416v/ever, close to half of the eighth
gradersj43%).and one-third-.of eTeventh.gradenS',' (13%).selected a somewhat
less appropriate response which involved accepting the grade but ackhowl-:
edging no responsibility.

The final situation involYed the school newspaper editor criticizing
the studeht unjustly in front of-other members of the newspaper staff.
About half-(49-54%) of the students at both the- eighth- and eleyenth-grade
leVels- selected the most appropriate response of waiting for the editor to
calm. down and then trying to.settle the matter. However, closeto one-
third of the students (29-30%) at both levels indicated that they. would
tell. the editor exactly what_they thought while everyone was

alitarian Attitudes

The extent to which student attitudes were ec, ian with respect
to race, nationality, ethnic background, and sex: was assessed at all three
grade levels. Students were presented with a scale containing ten state-
ments about equal opportunity for incrNiduals of different-rue, ethnic
background, national origin ,or gender. ,for examplew"people of certain
races or religions should be kept out of i -portant positions in our
nation," and "most men work harder than we rfien. "" Students in grades eight
and eleven responded to each statement on a scale from 1 to 5 ranging from
strongly disagree to strongly agree, with the midpoint indicating that the
student was not certain. For the fourth graders a more limited response
format was- used, with students indicating whether they felt each: statement
was true or fal-

A. compoSite.score representing the average score for all items was
obtained. for each student, with a low :score .indicating " "not at all egal
tarian"-.and a high score indicating '"extremely egalitarian:' " -. The results



were similar across all three grades. Students attitudes were,

whole, quite egalitarian. Close to half of the fourth graders,
felt that "most men work harder than women.

An examination elactors potentially contributing to differences in

egalitarianism revealed the following:

on the

hbwever,

There were no differentes at any grade in student attitudes toward

.
race, nationality, sex and'ethnic background as a function:of the

-number of years the student had been in aft-overseas school, the
region An-which the, school was located, or the .branch of service
with which the school was affiliated. .

For students in grade four, they, sex of student had little

effect on attitudes-toWard race, sex, nationality and ethnic
background. .However, female students in grades eight and eleven
tended to be more egalitarian in their attitudes than were male
students in those grades.

Students-at both:the eighth- and eleventh-grade levelS who saw

themselves as "A" or "B" students, tended to be more-egalitarian
than their' counterparts who saw themselves as "C" or "0" students.

Career Attitudes

Attitudes toward careers and career-related issues were assessed

through both the student questionnaires and interview-S. Students were

asked to indicate the fields:they found most and least interesting, the
influence of schbol on career decisions, -,and what factors they felt

influenced career decisions

Most and-least interestin' careers. -Students:were asked to select,

from a list of social studies related fields, whiCh-fields they found most
and least interesting._ While no one.field was selected as- most interest-
ing by as many as one-quarter of the students in grades-foUr or eight,

more than a quarter of.the eleventh graders (28 %) selected p*hology
the field they found most interesting. Whenasked to indicate which field
they found leaSt interesting, no onefield was seen as least interesting
by as many as one-quarter of the-students in gradesfeuror- eleven.
However,:close to one -third of the eighth grade students. (30%) found the

field of political science to be least-interesting.-

When eighth- and eleventh - grade- students were asked during interviews

what career or- occupaticin'they were interested 9h pursuing after high



School, the Cited:Occupations for both.grouWwerp medical,
-Military service.relAted, or science careers.- Business'. careers-werecited
.frequently, but only among the eleVenth-grade..students. .-Not surprisingly;
a larger number of students-in eleventh grade (51%1 had either chosen. a
carper- Oreadp-Or-hatt* good idea-,of their career chOfte,. than students in
eighth grade (42%).

k .

Influence of school on career deCisions Seventy 'Percent of the-1
ei.ghth-grade-students-felt that class diScussions:'"helped some" or "helped
a lot":in understanding careers,'-while 58% of the eleventh- grade students
felt this was-the case. When presented with a listof.five influences on
career choices, about. two-thirds of the students in grades eight andeleVen
(62%-88%) felt that,"school .courses'you enjoy and in which you do well".
should have the greatest. influence on- career choice.

Factors which influence job_OpportunitieS, Students in grades four,
eight and elevep were presented_with a ltst of nine factors which might be
viewed as limiting future job opportunities. For each factor,, the student
indiCated whether or not they-felt the factor would influence the type of
job he or she would get. "Your abilities and skills" as a determinant of
the type of job you get was selected more often than any other factor
listed (70-92% of students at all levels) . "Your grades in.school" and
"your health" were also seen as factors' influencing the type of job one
gets by more than two-thirds (67-79%) of the students. Over one-third
(37%)tof the _fourth graders (as compared with about 20% of eighth and
eleventh graders) saw sex as an influence on the kind of job one gets.

FaCtors which -influence career decisions. Virtually all 94-96%) of
the students in'TFiEIqjht and eleven surveyed felt that "a person should
examine hiS or her own abilities before deciding on a career." Surpris-
ingly, close to half (48%) of the eighth grade students, and one-third
(31%) of the eleyenth graders felt that "a person should decide by himself
or herself which career to choose,_ not. ask for advice from other people."
Over three-quarters (77%-85%) at both levels indicated that they did not
consider money to be the most imobrtant factor in making a career choice.
Similarly, over three-quarters (75-80%) did not feel that "a person who
does well.in school should only .consider careers that require a college
education."

Attitudes Joward Social Studies

Students were asked a series of questions -about school subject pref-:-
erences and their attitudes toward social studies. The areas assessed



included mOst2and least liked subjectS, the:aMmint And difficulty of
social and perceptions _ofrthe'uWuIness and

imhortande of social studies,'

Subjects liked best. When students in.grade'four, were asked what,

subject they liked best, the most frequently'cited cent areas were
mathematicSA30%)'.and art (25%). Students in grade eight most often
mentioned physical education (30%) .as the subject they liked best, while
social Studies was the most frequently preferred subject among the,elev-

.

ehth graders (27 %).

Suh ects l'ked least. When, asked which subject they liked least,.the

Most freq nt y cited area across all three grade levels.was mathematics

(25%-35%' ). One - quarter of the students in grade eight also cited science

,as their east liked subject.

Preferred social studieLtopla. Students interviewed'were asked

which topio.area covered 'in'soCialStudies.during..the,past year they-liked:

most Themost,freqUently mentioned topics among the-foUrth graders,_viere7,,
thoSe relatihsto'other countries and cultures. -Over halfthe students

grades eight and eleven Cited learning about wars as the topic they liked

.most;

Amount of time spentlearni about social studies. .About three-

quarters o. the stu ents in a three grades e at "about the right

.'amount of time" was. spent learning about social studies.

Amount of reading in social udieS. When asked to compare the

amount of reading they .do in social studies to the amount:of reading.

done in other-T,c14;ses close to three-quarters of both eighth- and elev.-

enth-grade Students (69 -72 %) felt that the amount of reading-in social

studies was "about theisame" Or "somewhat greater than" that encountered-.

in other classes, Similarly, when Students in grade four were asked,

.

"How much social studies reading do you have to do to yourclass," close

to half (48%) indiOatedthat they did "some-reading," while just over a

.
-quarter (28%) of the'studentS.reported doing ."a-lot of reading," and- about

one - quarter (22%) indicated they had "not much reading."-

Difficulty of readihg in social studies. When comparing the dif-

ficulty df the reading found in social studies to that in other subjectS,

over half (53-60%) of the students in grades eight and eleven felt that

the difficulty of the reading in social '-udies was "abbutthe Same-as
(
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other classes."- TWo-thirds (66%) of he students: in grade foci respond-.-
ing

,

to a similar queStioni felt that he:social studies book w s at about
th:e: same level of difficulty as books encountered in other subjects

in-Scit'al-_stuies'. Students in grAdes. eight and
eleven were asked td cot he-aMeunt of writing they -de in .Secial
studies to the amount hey do.in Othtr, classes.- Over half of the students
(59,65%).in both grades -felt thatthtamount,Of writing they did- in- sociali
studieS was "about the same as Other claSses" or "Somewhat greater than 'in
other classes."

. Student a tudes toward Studies. More tharn two-thirds of:all
students interviewed gave a positive response. when asked how they felt, in
general, about social studies this year Other guestion$ addressing
attitudes toward spiral studies revealed the following:

More than three-quaeters of the-eighh- and eleventh-grade students
interviewed:felt .that -what they'learned- in social studies would be
useful tethem in their life outside of school., .

On the questionnaire, cloSe tohalf7(40-45%) of eighth- and'eleventh
-grade students-- selected "social studies'" when asked "InYwhich class
this year have -you learned things- which are most important to you-as
a human being?"



The purpose of this chapter:is to .describe t e results of the student
questionnaires-and..interviews as they pertain to udents' attitudes toward
the host nation and students' integration into e host nation culture.
Students were asked a series of questions about their-

contactwith: host nation peers;.

involvment in Host nation activities, and

attitudes toward living the host nation.

Contact with Host Nation peers

When asked about friendships outside- of.the overseas school, students
ip eleventh -grade (69%) were more likely to hav6 friends, outside of the
overseas- school than were eighthgraders (59 %) or fourth-graders (5Q%)..
Close-to half of the students in grades eight.and eleven (40-46%) indicated.
on the questionnaire that they had more than three friends. who were not
attending the Overseas- school, .Whether studentsUnderstood -this -to-Mean.
host nation peerS or:American friends not attending an Overseas school
remains somewhat unclear; however.

The:eleventh-grade students indicated that they were somewhat more
comfortable. meeting peers who.were not attending the overseas school-than
were students in grade eight. While over half (57%) of the eleventh grad-
ers reported being "comfortable" or "very'comfoftable" when meeting stu-
dents who were not attending the overseas school,. this was the:Case for
fewer thah two-fifths (38%) of-the eighth graders.- However, cloSe to half-

(42-47%)-of the students.at both levels reported that, during their'stay
ip the host oation, they had become. "a little. more comfortable" or "much
more comfortable" when meeting_ students their own age with whom they did
potAgO to school. More than a' quarter .(29%) of the grade eight students
and about-One-fifth (19%). of the -students -in grade- eleven indicated that
they "rarely meet students who do not attend an oveseas school-."

Interview data tended to reflect, leSs social. contact- with host nation

peers than did the:questionnaire data. About two-fifths (36-41%) of all



the students interviewed indicatedJhat-theyAld-hot get *chance to .

interact with host 'nation *ids'their'own_,Age. Furthermore, the interview:
results AndiCate that about .(50-52%1 of the-students in grades four
and eight,- and aboUt a third.(34%)'-of the eleventh'-graders feltthat the
ThOSt-hatititi-ki-CW were "verY-different".--from-theMSeTVe-S.

in Host Nation Activities'

. 'The vast majority of students in sample e-reeOrted having been
involved in host-nation activities: away from the base, on:the-economy,

-,StudentS:,-in gradeS eight::add.eleven had somewhat more involvement in.':
host nation activities than di fourth graders'. The most frequently
cited host nation activities across all-three grade levels were attending
`a- native festival or boliday.activity.(63-79%),attending a movie, play
or concert (62--83%)-, visiting a museum (64 -65 %), and visiting an historic-
site .(54-8.1%)..., About three- quarters (69 -76 %) of the eighth andeleventh-
gradersalso reported having visited a host-nation: resertarea-. Tables 7.1
and 7,2: indicate the percentages of students participating in each of the
,activities listed'en the student questionnaire. Interestingly, Of_theS
students interviewed, only about half (40-51%) felt that their. friend
"geteutinto)the host nation community and-get to 'know it."1-

oward Livin in the Host Nation

Students were asked to choose from a series of statements the one
that best-described their feelings about living in the host nation.: Most
of the eighth- and eleventh-grade students (58-60%) indicated that they
felt as thoughthe hest nation was their. "home" or would "feel like home
someday." =However, .about one-third. (32-33%).indicated that they felt as-
though they were,"living in a foreign country and wished they_ :Were home."
The pattern of response among fourth,graders to a simplified version of,
this- question was almosLidenti,cal-.

The student interviews presented a somewhat less negative. picture of
student attitude toward the host nation. Fewer than 10% admitted negatiVe
feelings about living.in the host. nation.- There is some evidenCe that
students were more open about this feeling on the questionnaire than in
the interview setting. for example, about 'a third (32%) of the eleventh--
graders and two-fifths (41%) of the eighth-graderS felt that their friends
at school did net like living in the host nation. This was not true,
however, of fourth - graders:. only 15% assessed-their friends' feelings as
negative.



TABLE

Student Involvemen 'HoWN4-iOn'ActiNitieAway Fro0 the Base:.
Grade 4.

% of students
who Ifave done
this -activity'

Attended a movie, play or
concert

Attended a hold ay celebra-
tion activity

Attended -a prpfe sional
_sports actiVity

Visited a museum

Visited an historic site

Visited a local business or
industry

Visited a local host nation
school

Visited a resort area

61.5

39.4

63.7

94.2

43.0

36.3

50.3

2.5

28.9

18.5



Student Involvement in'Host-Nation!Activities Away.from
e Grades 8 and 11°

Activities
% who did this
alone or with.
family or friends

. who did this
as part of a,
social Studies
field trig

Grade 8 Grade 11 Grade 8 rade 11

Attended a movie, play, or
concert 76.1 82.9 9.9 5.9

Attended a native festival,
parade, or other holiday
celebration activity 78.1 78:6 8.6 6.1

Attended a professional sports
activity (not a sport activity
associated with your school) 51.6 -48.5 4.7 2.2

Visited a museum 64.4 64.7 27.9 21.4

Visited a toCal or national
historic site 72.8. 81.4

-,---,--

26:`1 17.8

Visited a local business or
industry 34.0 39.6 13.7 7.6

F

Visited a local school 31.8 34.9 18.3 10.2

/isited a branch office or
in office of the local or
iational government

(isited a resort area in
tour host nation

.22.3

.69.4

24,7

75.8

8.5

17.6

4.5

5.6



Students werey'also- ahed how they th-ought their parents felt abo9t
living ih the lidst nationAtAbout half of.the_fourth AradersAnd.overi:_

two - thirds of the grade ei tit and eleven students felt that fheir faT,h.e-s

liked-iiiiii4,iwthetfiost .mition:Siaillarlyiver half., of the studentsL

isintall-threelradeS thou -thattheir'Mbthert liked Tiving'in.the ho
. ,

nation..-,

Aspects o the host nation liked most and least. Students in all;

three grades were most likely td' cite "goltig piacesh'.oi-.- "travelling. in

the host nation "" (30-44%) --or .V-Fie fact that they like the eople in the

ho$t nation (23738%) When .6Sked. what they.Me best about the host.natAori.

Students were somewhat more divrgent in their Tr!Tiiket jioWever. A-1W
the{ fourth and eighthgradef§ were most likely ,to cite the climate and

Weather(23-28%) or " "unfriendly people" OW as .the aspect-they -likedL

least, the eleventh graders most disliked the lack-0: "things to do And,-

FE'S to go" (16 %), "being aw 'Frain relatives and friendOr(15%), the ,.

"condition ,in- the countr=y "" (1 ;;J6tr'"not -being able tjo -.get around"

(12
_



VIII. CURRICULUM CONTENT

Introduction

This chapter discusses the general curriculum for social studieS in
Department of Defense Dependents Schools. Issues such as the textbooks
used,- the topics covered, and the relationship between The socialstudies
curriculum and the host nation are presented separately for each of grades
four, eight, and eleven.

Grade 4

Texttlooks. The most commonly used fourth - grade textbook is Houghton-
.Mifflin's Windows on our World (approximately one-third of the teachers
reported -using it followed by the Silver Burdett Social Studies Program
(which is used in about one-fourth of the classes). .Teachers, however,
did not necessarily use those books as the cote of their cutriculum. Only
about one-third (30%) of the teachers indicated on the questionnaire that
they considered the textbook to be the most important resource fortheir
students, 'Similarly, during the interviews, nearly two-thirds of the
teachers said that they followed:the content and organization of the text-
bobk "minimally" or "not at all," and only about one-third said they
covered all the units Or chapters in the text. On the other hand, nearly
two-thirds of the teachem said they do tend to use the lesson plans pro-
vided in theteacher's guide or sourcebook. Those who did not use them,
generally said either that they would prefer to make their own or that
the plans in the guide were too detailed and time-consuming to be useful.

Amount of time devoted to social studies- instruction. Fourth-grade
teachers were asked to indicate how many minutes per week, on the average,
they devoted to social studies instruction. Results indicated that about.
one-fifth (21%) of the teachers spent between- 30 and -60 minutes on social
studies instruction, about two-fifths (38%) spent between 60 and 90 min-
Ates, and the remaining two-fifths (40%) spent more than 4G- minutes per
week on- sociail studies instruction.

Topics'covered-in fourth grade social studies. Teachers most often
named "culture" or several specific cultures e.g., India, the host nation,
Africa, Navaho) when asked to name the major units or topic areas they had
covered during the year. Other units frequently cited wereHmap skills"



and topics relating to Han and the physical environment" (including cli-

mate, pollution, etc.). When asked which unit took the longest to com-
plete, "Culture" (or one specific culture), was again named most frequently.

Teachers gave very diverse responses,. however, when asked which unit was

" "most important "" in terms of the course's overall gpals. Some thought all

units were equally important, and many thoughtthat letrning about cultures

and how people act in groups,was most important. Others thought that

learning about the environment was most, important. Several named current

events, Black history, le ng about the host nation, or map skills and

geography, as the most i o tant topic.

About half of the teachers felt that there were topics which should

be covered in fourth-grade social studies but are not Topics most often

cited-,were "U.S. History_ " and "Maps." Lack of material in the text and

lack of time were given as the reasons for not covering these topics.

On the student questionnaire fpOrth--grade students were asked to

indicate which of 16 Social Studies topics their class had studied. Eight

of the topics had been studied by 50% or more of the students: "Using maps

and globes" (79%) , "learning a -oat how different groups of people live"

IV6%), "world problems" (69%), "pollution" (65/), "places to visit in your

host nation", (6.4%)', "the way f life of people in your host nation" (-591)
"learning about job S or careers you might choose when you grow up" (51 %),

and "the history of your host nation" (50%).

Students were also aked to indicate the three topics they liked most

to learn abo6t. No topics stood out as most favored. Each of the topics

was selected by between-.5%-and 20% of the students.

-Career education. Fourthgrade students were asked to indicate on

the survey which eight social studies related careers they had studied
or. talked about in class. The job of a social worker was indicated by
approximately half of the students-ashaving been, studied or talked about

in class, and the jobs of government official and archeologist were each

indicated by more than one -third of the students.- Jobs-noted least often

were economist and anthropologist.

-Of the fourth-grade students who were interviewed, two-thirds said

that they had discussed different kinds of jobs in.class. When asked to

-give examples of the jobs they had discOssed, however, none mentioned jobs

related to social studies. When students were asked on the survey whether
they would "like to .spend more time in social studies class talking about

care " over half of the students- responded "yes."

,Social studies skill areas: Teachers were asked to indicate the

extent to which they emphasized each of six skill 'areas at the fourth-grade



level. The skill areas of l"human relations" and "obtaining knowledge" were
emphasized "to a lar'ge extent" by more than two-thirds of the teachers and
-"to some extent" by the -other teachers. "Processing knowledge," "effective
thinking" and "self-Understanding" were emphasized "to a large extent" by
about half of the teachers, with the others emphasizing those skill areas
"to some extent." Participating in groups was emphasized less'thaP the
other skills, with only about one-fourth of the teachers emphasizing that
skill area "to a large extent." Half of the teachers emphasized it "to
some extent," and one-fourth of thf teachers indicated that they give it
little emphasis. When asked to ide tify the one skill area they emphasized
MOST, nearly half of the teachers indicated "human relations".skills. The
only other Skill area emphasized MOST by more than 1Q% of the teachers was
"obtaiaing khOwIedge."

Most impOrtant outcome. Teachers interviewed were asked to identify
what, for theM, waS:the most important outcome for their,, students as a
result of studying social studies. Two - thirds of fourth-grade teachers
saw as the most important outcome an increased awareness of oneself, one's
own culture-, and other cultures. Others saw as the most important outcome,
"becoming a better person," and some saw " "increasing skills" (such as map-
reading.,Or anelytical skills) as the most important outcome.

Nature of host nation programs. When asked to describe the host
nation programs Ti-71 their sthooTT-,--bout half of the fourth-grade teachers
interviewed indicated that the host nation program was very will organized,
with regular periods. of instruction provideerby the host nation teacher,
It was clear from the responses that the programs varied widely from school
to school. In some schools-, language was taught,. but in many it was not
In some, the host- nation teacher organized field trips or brought in speak-
ers. Some programs were regarded as "excellent,", :While others were'seen

-"minimal," "unstimulating" or "a ticklish subject."

Goals of. host nation programs. Most of the teachers thought that
the goals of a host nation program should be to "help students understand
the culture 'of .the. host nation."

. Several thought the program should
attempt to "makeStudents aware of what the host nation can offer them."
Most teachers believed that the goals they named were, in fact, the goals
of the program in their schools,- and most thought that the program was
accomplishing its goals, at least to some extent. Nearly all of the
teachers interviewed thought that the host nation program was definitely
an important aspect of student experience.

Teaching in hostn_tilramS. Most of the fourth-grade teachers
,urveyed7M) reported that a host pa ion teacher was scheduled to provide
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instruction in their classrooms at least oncea week. In some classrooms,

the host nation teacher was scheduled to provide instruction on a daily

basis. In addition, a majority of classroom teachers reported spending at

least some of their social studies instructional time on topics related to

the host nation, with nearly one - fourth spending 10% or more of social

studies instructional time on host nation topics

Student perceptions of host nationpro-rams. Fourth-grade students

were also 'asked questions relatihg to the host nation program during the

interview. MoSt said that they did talk about the host nation in their

regular classes, They generally said that they had talked about "what

it's -like livihg here," or about "places to visit" in the host nation.

Some said they had talked about the people or the history of the host

nation.

Many said that they thought they learned "enough" about the host

nation in their class, but others said they would like to learn. more

Specifically, students said they'would like to learn more' about the host

nation culture, about travelling to important sites, about the language,

or about the history of the host nation. Four- fifths of the students said

that no host nation people, other than the host nation teacher, came into

their-schools to tell about the host nation. The same number said that

they had talked to their parents about the'things they learn in school

about the host nation.

Cooperative.plannin with host nation teacher In all but a very

few cases, teachers. reported that there was a host nation teacher in the

school. About half of the teachers reported that they had very little

opportqnity to plan with the host nation teacher, but, of those who did

have the opportunity, most were able to plan with the host nation teacher

at least once a- week. More than half of the teachers said that they would

like to do more cooperative planning with the host nation teacher. Fewer

than one - fourth of the teachers considered the relationship between the

host nation program and the social studies curriculum to be close.

Most nation resources. The resources and activities related to the

host nation which were most likely to be.orovided for classroom teachers

were "direct classroom instruction", and "field trips." "Guest -speakers

or visitors" were least likely to be provided.

Teacher s estions for improving host nation programs. Many of the

teachers mad suggestions for improving the host nation program. Some

said they would like to see the host nation teacher more involved in the

school, and4some thought that the host nation teacher should be better
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-qualified.. A number of teachers said they 'would like- to see more language
taught, and -others thought that there should be more stress on culture;
including music poetry and dance. Some wanted to have the host nation
teacher cometo their classes .every day. One teacher suggested that an
American teacher who understands the host nation language and culture
should work. together with the host nation teacher to plan the-host nation
program.

Meld try, Nearly all of the fourth-grade teachers in he - survey
sample had taken their classes on at least one field trip. Ab ut half
reported that their classes had taken one to three field trips over the
course of the year About oho-third of the teachers reported that their
classes had taken four to six field trips and 10 percent had taken seven
or more. About 30 percent of the teachers thought. that field trips were
"ver=y- important " in helping to meet social studies objectives, and nearly
half (48%) thought-field trips were "somewhat important in helping the
students better understand:the topics discussed in social studies class."

When teachers were interviewed, the vast'maiority said they had
received help in planning and organizing field trips ancifelt that field
trips were important or valuable to student learning. About one-third of
the teachers said they would like more help in planning and organizing
field trips. Most said they needed more specific information about sites
to visit and the appropriateness of various sites to the age group. Some
needed assistance in setting up field trips.

On the student survey, about two-thirds of the students reported that
they had-been on social -studies field trips. One-third had been on one or
two field trips, and one-third had gone on three or more field trips.
Three-quarters of the students indicated that they enjoy going on social
studies field trips, and most of those who had been on social studies field
trips indicated that those trips had helped them better understand the
topics that they had studied. in social studies.

A higher proportion 85%) of the fourth-graders than of the eighth=
and eleventh-graders who were interviewed said that they had gone on field
trips. Museums and historical landmarks were commonly mentioned as places
they had -visited. Some had gone on school exchanges, to theatrical perform-
ancesto factories, or on "outings" (e.g. swimming, skiing, hiking). When
asked which trip was their favorite, their answers were as diverse as the
types of trips they had taken. Nearly all said that they had learned some-
thing on their favorite trip. When asked whether they thought school field
trips were a good idea, all of the students said "yes."
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Grade 3;

TeXtbooks. About half (53%) of the eighth-grade teachers Survey d

used Silver Burdett's Let_Freedo Rio in their social studies classe
while more than one -third 37.3 used Scott Foresman's America! Ameri_

A majority of teachers (58%) indicated on the questionnaire that they

considered the textbook to be the most important resource for their stu-
dents. Similarly, when interviewed, most teachers said they followed the

content and organization of the textbook "very closely" or "quite closely."

Very few said they covered all of the units or chapters in the text, how-,

ever. Most said they were unable to finish the book during the schobl

year; thus, the last chapters were skipped,

Only about half of the teachers said they tended to use the lesson
plans provided in the teacher's guide or sourcebook. Most of the others

said that they preferred to make their own plans, and some pointed: out=
that, after many years of teaching,,_ their own files contained a better

collection of activities and supplementary information than the guide could

provide. In addition, a few said Plat they had no teacher's guide or.that

the plans:provided-were not appropriate for their students.

Topics covered in h-h- ade_sodal studies.. A majority of the

teachers interviewed reported that they covered only American History

topics in eighth-,grade social studfeS, with an emphasis in most cases on

the Colonial Period, the Revolutionary War, Pre-Colonial Exploration, and

the Constitution.

The 'Constitution was cited by more-teachers than any other topic as

the topic which took the longest to complete. Similarly, when asked which

unit was "most important" in terms of the teacher's overall. goals for the

course, the Constitution stood out as the topic most often mentioned.

When asked whether there were any areas -which should be covered during

eighth-grade social studies but are not, twentieth-century history was

most often cited. Of those who felt that they .Would not be covering some
topics which should be.covered, most named "time limitations" or "lack of

material in the text" as the reasons.

On the student survey, eighth-grade students were asked to indurate

how they felt abOut the amount of time spent in social studies class

studying each of nine topics-ranging from studying about the-customs of

people who live in the host nation to working with maps and globes or
learning about the environment and pollution. No topics were cited by
more than 6% of the students as having taken up "too much time." For

each of the nine topics, 20% -- 30% of the students felt that "too little

time'" had been spent. Topics cited most often as having: redeived "no time

at all" were "learning.about careers," "studying.about the host nation

people," and "studying the geographiCal features of the host nation."



Students were also asked to rate six topics relating to government
in terms of time spent studying theM in social studies class. For every
to is excqpt "how to make voting decisions," a majority of students
inioated that they had studied it "some" or ."quite a lot." Topics most
often studied were "how laws are passed," "how government officials are
chosen," and "how citizens influence government actions-."

Career ed catOn. Eighth- grade'students were asked to indicate the
amount of time they spent learning about the kinds of jobs available in
seven different social science fields. Jobs available in history were
studied most often, with over three-fourths of the students indicating
that they had spent ."some or "quite a lot" of time learning about them.
About half of the students had .spent "some" or "quite a lot" of time
learning about jobs in political science and economics:. Fields which:
received the least attention were anthropology, psychology, and sociology.

When asked how much their social studies clasS discussions had helped
them to better understand different careers, 23% responded that they had
"helped a lot,"- 47% safd they had "helped some," and 21% said they had
"helped very little." Th0 remaining students indicated that they "don't
have class Thscussions." The-students who had talked about careers in
class were almost unanimous in saying that it had been useful to do so.
Of those who had not discussed careers in class, more than three-quarters
said they thought it would be useful to do so.'

social studies skill eas. Fmk- of the six social studies skill
areas listed 6n. the survey were identified by a majority of eighth-grade-
teachers as skills. that they emphasized "to a large extent." The skill

_areaof "obtaining knowledge" was emphasized "to -a large extent" by the
largest proportion of teachers (85%), followed by the skill areas of
"processing knowledge" (72%), "human relations" (60%) and "effective
thinking" (55%). "Self-understanding" was emphasized "to a large extent"
by a smaller proportion of teachers (44%). Participating in groups was
the skill area- least likely to be emphasized--one-fourth of the teachers
indicated.that they gave it little or- no emphasis.

Teachers were very divided in:their. choices when asked to identify
the skill area they emphasized MOST "Self-understanding" was emphasized
Most by-more teachers than any other skill area and "human relations" by
the fewest. However, each of the skill areas was selected by 10% to 22%
of the teachers as the area they emphasized most.

Students were asked to identify the amount of time spent learning
about- or developing various skills in social studies class. The skills
most likely to be learned about were "reading social studies- materials,"
"locating information," and "understanding the time relationship betw0en
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historic events." Students were least likely to have spent'time learning
about "recording and summarizing information gained from a field trip or

interview." "Understanding other people's feelings," "solving problems,"
"participating in groups," "communicating with others," and "interpreting
pictures and graphs" were emphasjzed "somettmes" or "very often" in a
majority of classes, according to the students.

Most important outcome. Eighth-grade teachers expressecra wide

variety of oplueons when asked what, to them, we the most important out-

come for their students as a result of studying social studies. The lar-

gest number said that "to become abetter citizen" was the most important

outcome. Many also considered an increased,understanding and appreciation
of history and heritage to be most important. Others saw an increased
awareness of current events or an increased awareness of oneself and one's

own culture to be most important. Some saw the most important outcome as
increased skills (such as study skills or critical thinking).

Nature of host nation
asked to des-cribe the host
one-fourth of the teachers
they did not now about it
some 'activities related to
field trips, were provided

pro -ams. Teachers who were interviewed were
nation program in their schools. More than

said there was no host nation program or that
However, most of those teachers said that

the host nation, such as student exchanges and
as part of the regular program. In schools

which ciiidhxrt a host nation program, about half of the teachers said that

their host nation programs were well-established and had positive things

say about them. The other half-indicated that the programs at their
chools were minimal or unsatisfactory4 providing little or nothing for

eighth-grade students.

Goals of host nation pro rams. Most of the teachers thought that
.

the- loals of a-nost nation program should be "t0 help students understand

the culture, history and language of the host nation" or "to make students

aware of what, the host nation can offer them." Of the teachert in schools

with .a hoSt nation program, about two-thirds thought that the goals they

had named were, in fact, the goals of the program, and about the same num-

ber thought that the host -nation program Was accomplishing its goals-.

Three-fourths-of .the teachers surveyed said they- consider the host nation

program to be an important aspect of the student experience.'

Teachin( in host nation p o ams. AbOut half of the eighth-grade
teachers in the survey 5amp e reported that there is no host nation

teacher in their schools. Of those who did have host nation teachers,
most indicated that the host nation teacher was scheduled to provide

instruction to students in their classrooms less than once a month. Half
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of the _teachers spent 5% or less of total social studie Jnstructional.
time- per week on topics related to the host nation, and about a"third of
them spent from 5% to 10% on topics related to the host nation.

1

Student perceptions_ofhost nation programs. Half of the students
interviewed Said they did talk ibout the host nation in their social
studies classes, and some mentioned that their teachers -commonly mentioned
connections between the host-nation and the U.S.- .as they discussed U.S.-
history. Topics most often talked about in class in Connection with the
host nation were wars andAbvernmental,systems. Some classes also dis-
cussed "what it's like living here "" or current events.

About half of the students said they thought they learned "enough"
about the host nation. Owever Many said there were things they would
like to learn more about:' Most.commonly, students said they would like to
know more about the history and culture of the host nation people. SoMe
said they would like more opportunity to travel and learn about famous
sites. Only about one-fifth of the-students said that- host nation people
ever_came into their schools to tell them about the host nation.' About
half of the eighth-graders said that they talked to their parents about
the things. they learned in school about the host nation.

Cooperative planni with host nation teachers. About 66% of those
interviewed reported that there was a host nation teacher in the school.
Of those, only about 20% had a chance to plan with the hos nation teacher
as often,as once a month, and "about: half said they "d0 not know" whether
they would like to do more co era6ve plahning with he host nation ,

teacher. A majority of teach rs said that there was little or no relation-
ship between the host nation rogram and the social studies curriculum.

Host nation resources. The resources and activities related to the
host nation which were most likely to be provided to classroom teachers'
were -field trips and reading::materials. These were provided at least "
a little extent," to 60% of the teachers.

Teacher su-:esttons for )mprovin host nation)pr ams.. Teachers
made the following types 0 suggestions for improving the host nation
program:

"More funds."
"More materials."
"Get kids into the community."
"Get one started!"
" "Meet with other teachers to plan cooperatively."
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Field trips. Of the eighth -grade teachers in the survey sample,

about two-thirds- `reported , that they had not gone on any field -trips with

their classes. Nevertheless, more than halfindicatedthat-they thought
field trips were somewhat or very important in helping to meet. social
studies objectives, and two- thirds thought field trips were somewhat or

very important in helping students better understand the topics discussed

-in social studies..

.
Of the teachers interviewed, about two- thirds had not taken field

trips.:witl their classes, but.those who had taken trips:had received -help,

generally from the host nation teacher, in planning and organizing the
trips. Some said they would like more help.in planning and organizing

field tripsespecially more Aime\for planning and arrangements for sub-
stitutes to cover other classes.. Almost. all of the teachers-said they
felt that field trips are important or valuable-to .student learning.

student survey, dearly 80%-of the eighth-grade students said
they :,ad notgone=on any field trips during theyear, and of, those who had,

most h I gone on only one or two Not surprisingly, nearly all of, the stu-

dents Indicated that the number of field trips they had been on was "not

enough:" Of those who had gone on social studies field trips, most indi-

cated that the -trips,had been "very, interesting" or "somewhat -interesting.

Similarly, most -of those who had gone on field trips thought the trips were

"v-?ry useful" or "somewhat useful" in heloimg them to better understand,

topicS diScussed'ip social studies class and in helping them to better

urit:rstand the customs- and life styles of the people who live in the host

nayon.

In contrast to those in the survey sample, almost half of the students

interviewed said that tOy had been on field trips during the year, gener-

ally to museums or historic landmarks. When asked to name their favorite

trip, their answer varied widely. Most of the students said that they
had learned somethng on their favorite (or only) field trip, and all said

they thought field trips were a good idea.

Grade 11-

Textbooks. Each of the three eleventh-grade textbooks listed on the
survey--The People Make a Nation ( llyn and Bacon), A N4w History of the

United States (Holt Rinehart & Wins 0, and The American Dream .(Scott

Foresman)--was used by approximately 20%'of the-teacherS Surveyed. How-

ever, half of the teachers (51%) indicated that they were using other tex

books in addition to or instead of the textbooks listed. When teachers

were interviewed, proportions citing the three recommended textbooks were

somewhat smaller. Laidlaw's U.S. History for High Srheol Students was

used by more of the teachers.than any other text.
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Half Of the teachers (51%) inditated on the questionnaire thatthey
-considered-the textbook to be the most i,mportant resource for their stu-
dents. However, when interviewed, a niiiber of teachers expressed diSsatis
faction with the recommended textbooks and a preference for the older
Laidlaw. text. Half of the teachers said they followed the content and
Organization of the textbook "minimally" or "not at all," and only about
One-third covered i all of the units or chapters in the text.. A majority
said they did n5W tend to use the lesson plans, provided in the teacher's
guide or,sourtebook.- Many said that was because they Simply. preferred to

,make their own,,although others said that they had no. teacher'S guide or
that the _material'in the guide was inappropriate.

Topics covered in eleventh-grade social studies. The major subject
area for eleventh-grade social studies is U.S. History. Teachers inter-
viewed had covered a large number of U.S. History topics ranging from
pre-Columbus to the Vietnam War. The Civil War and Slavery, World Wars
and II, and the Depression were covered by more teachers than any other
topics.

"Civil:War and Reconstruction" was cited most often as the topic
which took the longest to complete.% However, when asked which topic was
"most important "" in terms of the course's oyall goals, the Constitution
and the Civil War were the most; and about equaTTy, important. When asked

4 whether any topics which should be'covered in U.S. History would not be
covered, a number of teachers mentioned twentieth-century history. They
cited time limitations and lack of material as the reasons for not
covering that topic.

Eleventh-grade students' responses were very similar to those of the
eighth-grade student's when asked about the amount of social studies class
time spent on nine topics listed on the survey. Responses were distributed
fairly evenly among all topics, with very few students indicating, that "too
much time had been spent-on any area and 20% to 30% indicating. that "too-2
little time" had been spent on each The topics' cited most often as having
received. "no time at all" were "learning about careers, "" "studying about
the people and geography of the host nation," and "learning about the
environment and pollution."

Five out of six topics related to government or politics which
appeased on the survey had been studied "quite a lot" or "some" by at
least fifty percent the eleventh-grade classes. Topics studied most often
were "global problems," "how citizens influence government actions," and
"hoW government offigials are chosen." "How to make voting decisions" Was
studied least often.

Courses offered. Eleventh-grade students interviewed were asked to
Indicate the courses they had taken in Grades 9, 10 and 11; More U.-S.
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..Histbry courses were taken. than .any other subjectgenerally in Grade 11,

.

although some students took U.S.. History courses in _Grades 9 and 10 as -

well. Most -students had studied World History (or 'seine aspect: of World

History, such as European History or Ancient History). either in ninth or

tenth grade. A smaller proportion of students had taken World Regions or

geography courses. 'CiVics, current affairs, international relations,

sociology, psychology and anthropology courses had been taken by some

students interviewed. Two had taken a course ineconomics

U.S. History was the course most students said they liked best,

followed by World History and World Regions or Geography.. Reasons most

often cited for- liking a course best were The subject is interesting"

or "1- learned a lot." Some of students said they had liked the course

best because of a good teacher or because of the teaching method%

Very few Students could think Of any courses not offered that they

would like to take or any courses offered that-they thought should be

dr.oPPed.

Career edOcation. When asked to indicate the amount of time they had

spent-learning about the kinds of-jobs available in seven fields related'

social studies, over two-thirds of-the eleventh-grade students indicated

that they had spent "some" or "a lot" of time learning about jobs. in the

field of history. In addition, out half of the students had spent at

least "some" time learOng about jobsinopolitical science and .in econo-

mics Careers in .the fields of anthropology, psychology, sociology and

geography had received little or no attentionin the majority of cases.

When asked how much- their social studiez class discussions had -helped

them to'better understand different careers-, 173' said they had "helped a

-lot," 41% said they had "helped some," and 31% said they had "helped very;

little." The remaining students indicated that they "don't have class

discussions. "'

Only about one-fourth of the eleventh-graders interviewed said that

they had talked about careers or- occupations inatheir social studies

classes. Of those, only about one-third mentioned careers related to

social ;tidies when asked to give examples of the occupations they had

discussed. Nearly all of the students who had talked about careers in

class said it had been useful to do so, and more than two-thirds of those

.who, had not discussed careers in class said they thought it would be

useful to do so.

S "acial studies skill areas. "Obtaining knowledge," "processing know -

ledge,'" ' "effective thinking "' and "human relations" were the social studies

skill areas which a majority of eleventh-grade teachers indicated that they



emphasized "to a large extent."-- "Participating in groups' and'"self-under-
standing" were emphasized far less often.

When asked to identify the one skill area emphasized MOST, nearly a
third of the teachers selected "obtaining knowledge" and one-fifth selected
"human relations." Students were askedto indicate the amount of social
studies class time spent learning about or developing various skills. -Stu-
dents learned about "reading social studies materials" and "understanding
the time relationship between historic events" "very often" or "sometimes"
in all but a small percentage of cases. At the other end of the scalei a
large majority of students indicated that they "rarely" or "never" spent,
time learning abbut "recording and sumio0i2ing information gained from a
field trip or interview."

Most important outcome. When asked what,: for them, was' the most
important outcome for their students as -a result of studying social stud-
ies; the eleventh -grade teacrs most often responded that an increased
understanding and appreciatiOn of history and heritage was most importan
for students. A number of other teachers cited (a) "increasing skills"
.(such as study skills or analytical thinking), (0) "becoming a better
citizen," and (c) "increased awareness of oneself, one's own culture, and
other cultures" as the most important outcome. A few thought "increased
awareness of current events" was'most important.

a

latUreofhostnation programs. When asked to describe the host
nation program in their schools, more than half of the teachers inter-
viewed said that there was no hoSt-nation program or that they did riot
know- aboUt it of those, about half said that there were some activities
related to the host nation which-were- provided as part of the regular pro-
gram, however. Of the teachers in*schabls which did have a host nation
program, about half described their programs as "gdod" ones (for example,
"helpful in planning field trips and exchanges, "" "good teachers. ") Others
described their rwograms as'minimal ("weak," "too passive," "a wastd of
money").

Goals of host nation progr=ams. When asked what-a host nation pro-
gram should attempt f6 -accomplish, most teachers said it should involve
"community awareness," "intercultural activities," or "learning the his
tory, customs and language of the host nation." Some felt that they, as
teachers, should be kept better informed about the host gyration program and
Oommonity events-. Of the teachers who did have a host nation program in
the school, most thought that the school's program was accomplishing its
goals, although in some casestilose goals differed from what the teacher
thought they should be Most `thethe teachers interviewed considered the
host nation program import641 part of student experience.

4



'Teacbing_in host nation programs. More,tliandlalf o the teachers in

the survey sample reported that there was no .i-wstnation teacher in the

school, and. most of ,t.he.others'said".that the host -nation teacher Was-

scheduled to provide instruction to students their classrooms lessthan.

once. a Month. (Very few had,an-oppgrtuniteto ;plan with the host nation

teacher more than once a month.) Eleventh'-0ade,teachers were more likely

than.eighth- or fourth-grade teachers- to -flav-spent Jess than fiVe percent

of total social studies instructional time on ,topics related to-the host

nation. On the other hand, one-fifth of the teachers reported. that they

had,spen 10% or more of total instructional time per week on topics-,

related to the host nation.

Student perceptixns, of hoSt_alt1(2hLexTn. When interviewed, two-

third off. the,_ el eventh -grade i tudents said hat they had talked about the

host nation in their social studies -cidSS,es enerally when discussing

current events or wars. -.'SOme-'also said they ad talked about the history

of the host nation, making c6necticans' and isons to U.S. history.

Only one-third of-the students-s 9(1- they thought that they had.

learied ";enough" about the host natiorLin their -class, however. Many said

they _would like to learavreriabout the culture or the history of thne host

nation, Other .saidtheyNiotld-liketo travei'more,.to learn core about

the language, or to-learn more-about the government of the host nation.

Only about One7.third of the students said that host nation people had come

into their schools to tell about the h6Vt nation. About half said that

they,sometimes talked to their parents about what they learned in school

about the host nation.

Co perative plannin h host nation teachers. About: half of .the

elevehtb-gradeiteaChers -interviewed al there was a host nation teacher

in. the school, although some indicated tat the host nation teacher taught

rang4age only Very few teachers said they were able to do much coop-

erative planning with the hoS\t nation teacher, although more than half

said they would like to Few teachers thought that there was a signif-

icant relationship between the host nation program .and the social studies

curriculum.

Host nation resources. In a majority of cases, teachers were

.

provided with few resources:* activities rel4ted to the host .nation.

However; all but about 10% Ofthe teachers said that "hands-On" or

manipulative materials were provided , at least "to a little extent."

Reading materials, guest speakers or visitors, and field trips were

provided for about half of the classroom teachers.



ioh Suggestions
improving the host nation program included

"Get a full-time host nation teacher."
"Incuporate the host nation activities ante the .social studies
progr2Igm."

"Get a host nation program- started."
"Encourage more involvement in, the community.",

Field trips. A majority of the teachers surveyed (70%) reported that
their classes had taken- no f ield° trips during the year However, just over
half of the teachers thought that field trips were somewhat or .very.useful
in helping_ to meet social 'studies objectives and;in helping students to
better traderstand the topics distussed in social studies class.

Of the teachers interviewed, those who had taken field trips generally
said thaU they had received some help in planning and organizing them.
Only a small proportion felt they do' not get the help they need or want in
planning and organizing field trips. Those who said they would like more t
.assistance generally cited the need for substitutes to cover other classes,
for people to help supervise the students on the trips, d for better
transportation. Nearly all of the teachers were of the o inion that-field
trips are impcirtant or valuable to student learning.

Only about 10% of the student in the sample indicated on the gues-
tionnaire that they had gone on social studies field trips durin'g-the year
Not surprisingl4, most students'indicated on the questionnaire that the
nu er of field trips they had gone on was "not enough." Students who/liad
bei on field trips found them "very useful" or "somewhat useful" in help
in-g them to better understand the tbVicr discussed_ in social 5tudies-claSs
and,' especially, in heirling them to be ter understand the customs- and life
styles of the people who in the host naion.

A -somewhat, l arger proportion of the students interviewedias aid they
had one on field trips. The types of trips they had taken AT-led wi.dely--
from visiting museums, factories, "and churches, to taking a class trip to
a lake. ,A large mXsjoritylof the students said that they thdught schoolfield trips were, in general, a good idea; but a few' thoUght they were not
a goo-a idea and other's said "it depends," or "some are wOrthwhile, othersare not:'-' .



CURRICULUM DESIGN AND. DEVELOPMENT

The'Comprehensive Soctal Studies Evaluation, addressed the following

issues reprding curriculum design and qeyelOpment:

To-,.what extent areteache6 receiving curriculum supervision-and-

guidanceg in the instruction of social studies?-
,_ ,

TO what-extent are teachers and -students involved* curriculum

review and development actiOties1 -

This chapter reports teacher and student responses to survey and

interview questions related to those issues. Results are reported sepi-

rately for each:of grades 4,8, and 11.

.
Teacher. perceptions of DoODS oalS and objectives, While16/er than

0%oftnerth-grade 7eachers in the survey indiCated that they were

"very familiar" ".. with the social studies 'cl(Yals: and obje6tives provided by..

..DoDDS:, more-than, two-thirds of thete'acher5 indicated that, they had at

least some awareness' of, them.. About 20% of the teacher's thought that the;.

DoDDS social-studies. goals and objectives were consistent with their. 'own.

classroom goals and.-00jective5 "to a large extent," and twothirds -thought

they were- cOnsistento- some extent-;" When asked to rate the-match

between.' DoODS sotiaT:studies=I6aTs
ancr-objectives..nd their own ideas about

wnat..shouTd-- be included as parf ofthe social studies curriculum, very few.

teachers rated the.malch as "excellent" and very few said that .there was

" "no match at all," Teachers woreclustered in middlemddlerange with about

one_third picking each of the following alternatives: -(1), "Quite good:

there is substantialagreement,"- (2) "Adequate: .there are differencds but

they- are not major," and (3)"Inadequato: I find the4oDDS-goals and.

ObjeCtives-Qf limited value.": When as400141 to indicate 'how -much of what they

as,Scicial studies teachers thought ShOLild be covered in a social studies

COLWSP was included in-.-the DoVDS social studies gbals and objectives,

nearly ono-fifth. Of the teachers responded that 75 to 100% of what-should

be covered was included, and more than one-third thoUght that"50to _75% of

what should be covered was inclUded.
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Use of DoDDS foals and objectives A majority of the teachers used
.OoDDS social studies,goals and objectives "to some extent" or "to a large
extent" in planning daily lessons, in choosing major learning activities
for the in'selecting specific learning objectives. The match
between DoDD$-SOcial studies objectives and the text book(s) they used was
described as "good" by about one-third (31%) of the teachers and as ."excellent" by 6%.

When teachers were interviewed, all but about 20% said that DoDOSgoals and objectives .were generally available in the school. About half
said that "all" or "a great deal" of what they teach in their social
studies classes is related to what DoDOS suggests through its goals andobjectives.

irettion of the social studies-pro ram. Teachers who .were inter--
Viewed-were asked,. "How do:you dedide what to-teach and when to teach itin your social studies. class ? "" Aboutonethird of the teachers said they.generally followed thextbOok sequence.. Others said they went by perL

events, .or the calendar. ci, Half of the fourth -grade 4( thersAnterviewed

sOnal choice or pastexperience, stbdent interestsA needs, current.

said that 1nry one other than the individual classroom teachers. themselves
provided "olverall direction" for the social studies program in the school.
In about 10% of the cases, a teacher. .committee provided. overall- directIOn.
When asked whether they received any. direction from the regional office;
two-thirdS of the.teachers said they did not Those who did receiie
direction from the.regional- office cited."curriculum- guides,":visitsby
the coordinator" and "neWsletters." fewer than one. -fifth ofthe teachers
Said they received any direction from the Office in Washington. Those:whodid most often-cited "curricultivguides."

,

When asked, '`1-10w much involvement or voice do yoj'have in estab-
fishing the'curriculum,_ two- fifths said that they -had -" "total :day "" over.

tt
what they taught or "cm te a bit." :About one-third said they liad "little
or 00" involvement or : they were " "not sure." The remaining teachers

i said thsey had some voice' in- terms of access to .a curriculum committee.
Two-thirds of theAeachersthOUght

theyhad-"enough involvement" in estab-lishing

t

lishing the curriculum. --Ten asked how mus0 choice-they had in.what theyteach in their own 'classy omS,. most of the- teachers. said they had "total
control" in:determining a, or rriO t, of what was ta4ht. Virtually all
teachers said that they have "enough chOice" in what they teach.

Seque-_e and scope across When asked."To what.. extent is the 4Soria stu ies curricu um p anred to fit within a sequence and scope across
grades in the school ? " ", the teachers who were interviewed-gave a wide
variety of responses. Mhile more than two-fifths thought it was planned
"to a great extent" or "to some extent" to fit within a sequence and scope



across gradeS;- a quarter of the teachers said

or "not at all' ('30% sai- they "didn't know')

was "to a small eaten

Coo eratlyfplanairlaWIthother teachers. .0about NO-fifths-of-the.-

teachers .said they had a chance to dciC6operative planning. for social

studies with other,fourthgrade. teachers: and one-quarter- said they had

the chance,but did not,..do cooperative planning. Very few teachers had

an opportunity to do cooperative planningfor-sOciaLstudies With teachers

of other grades.' The majority of teachers who reported-having a chance to

plan Ea6peratjvely-said -that planning was dOne during release time

Teacher involvement in curriculum development. Only about one-quarter

of the.fourth -gr de,teaCherS interviewed said that.they had been involved

in the selectijn of the.textboOk'series or materials for social studies..

Of those,moSt-said that the selection had been made by.teacherS(or a
teacher committee). voting after a brief review of several texts.. Of those

teachers -who had-nat-participated,in the selection, half did not knoW ho+

the selettiort had been made.

Student participation in cui.Jeyerriculurr. Teachens were asked

on the survey to indigate how often students asked for specific topics to

be discussed in socia:studies'class.and how often students made sugges

tions about books newspapers, magazines, or other resource materials.

About half, of the fourth-grade teachers reported.that this occurred never

or rarely ("less than once_ a month"), one-fourth indicated that their.

students did so at least. once a month, and the others reported "at least

Once a week."

!

Participation of parents and communit members curriculum deveT-

opMent. When interviewed, teachers were 'asked whether they were ever able

to involve parents orother'comMunity meMberSjn planning for their social

studies classes. Many of them said that parents and community members

came in. tokgivetalks or to Chaperone field trips, but that they were not

involved ih plAnning the curriculum. A few said that parentS\were involved

as members Of a curriculum committee.

Grade

Teacher perceptions of OoDOS oal and objectives. About a third

of the eighth-grade teachers indicated that they were "very familiar" with

the social- studies-goals- and objectives provided by OoDDS, and all but
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one -fifth had at least some awareness of them. Nedrly all of the teachers
who were familiar with them reported that the DoDDS social studies goals
and objectives were consistentrwith their .own classrooM goals and objec-
tives "to some extent" (57%) or "to a large extent" (39%). When asked to
rate the match between DoDDS social studies'goals and oOlectives.and their
own ideas about what should be included as part of the social studies
curriculum, about half'said.the match was "quite good" and about 'half said
the match was "adequate."' One-third of the teachers thought that DoDDS *
social'studies goals and objectives included 75 to 100% of what should be

.covered in a social studies course. Nearly half thought 50 to 75% of what
'shOuld be covered was inclUded.

Use of DoDDS goals and objectives. Teachers were most likely to use
DoDDS socia studies goa-s and objectives, at least to.some extent, in the
following activities: choosing major learning activities for the class,
selecting specific learning objectives, planning daily lessons, and
evaluating student achievement. Half of the teachers described the match
between the DoDDS social studies objectives and the textbook(s) they used
as "good" or "excellent."

;-Of the teachers'interviewed, all but about 20% said that DoDDS social
studies- goals and objectives were-generally available. About One-fourth
of the teachers said that "most" of what they teach is related to what
DoDDS suggests through its goals and objectives, and half said that "some"
of what they teach 'is.

Direction of the social studies program. A majority of the eighth-
g -adeteachersIyieWed used the textbook sequence as their guide in
determining -"whi to teach and when to teach it. Others based their-
decisions on-personal-choice; past experience or student interests, abil-
ity or needs.. Two-thirds.of the teachers said that the individual. teachers
thems-elves. provided "overall direction" for the social studies program in
their .schools.. About-half of the teachers said they received some direc-
tion from the regional office... Of those, most mentioned visits by the
coordinator, Curriculum, guides. or newsletterS.and written material. Very
few felt that they received any direCtion fram,the office in-Washington;,

When asked how much involvement or voice th.y had in establishing
the. curriculum, about haffof the teachers said they had "total say" or
"quite 'a bit" of involvement.' Another one -fifth said they had."adequate"
:involvement. Only about onelourth of the teachers felt that they did .

not have-enough involveMent in estab)iShing the curriculum, and,- although
indicatedthat there, are-"some constraints," all said that they-have.

"enough tholcer in what they teach-in their. own social studies classes.
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uence and scope _across grades: About half of the eighth-grade

teach s interviewed thought that the social studies curriculum was

plann to fit within & sequence and scope across _grades in. the schoo',

while two -fi hs said it was not planned to fit a sequence and scope or

that it was, Tut only to a small extent: Just.over half of the teachers

said they_ had the opportunity to plan with other eighth-grade teachers,

and one-third were able to plan cooperatively.with social studies teachers

in other grades. About half of those who did cooperative planning did so

in "informal meetings," and most of the others planned cooperatively during

"prep-periods."

Teather involvement in .curriculum development.,- :Of the eighth-grade

teachers Interviewed, one -third said that they had been involved in the

selection of the textbook series. Half-of those who had been involved

indicated that the selection had been made by the inditvidual teacher

choosing from several available texts. Others said that the textbook was

selected 'by majority rule; with teachers or a teacher committee voting'on

the available texts. Most of the teachers -who had not participated in the-

.

selection indicated that they did not know hoW the -selection:was-made.

.Studcrtt Participation in curricula` development Eighth-grade

teachers indiCated on the survey that their students asked for specific

topics to be discussed in class at least once a week in nearly 30% of the

cases. On the other hand, nearly 40% reported that their students did so

less than once a month. Teachers, indicated that students made suggestions

about books, newspapers, magazines, or other resource materials rarely or

never in one-third-of the cases, at least once a month in over one-third,

and at least once. a week in About one-fourth of the.cases. The majority

of teachers (82 %) indicated that they used student suggestions as towhat,

they would like to do during social, studies class less than once week, with

more than one-third of the teachers using student. suggestions "never" or

"less than once a month."

Student response on the indicated that about two-fifths

-(41%) of the students never made suggestion to the teacher about activ-

ities they would like to do in social studies class. Almost half of the

stUdehts (47%) said they'never made suggestions about materials for use.in

class.

Participation of parents and communitLmf2t2f11J4Lsurriculum devel-O
opTep-t. Although many,of the teachers said they coaled involve

parents-Or other community members in planning for their-sociinTudies

classes,-most said they did not involve them.- Some'said that they had-

tried to involve parents, but that parents did not want to spend. the time,

and one felt that parents'
backgroundswere too limited, to be involved in

tr.
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curriculum development. .Parents and community members were involved by
teachers as resource people, however.

Teacher perceptions of DoDDS goals and jectives. More than 40%
of the eleventh-grade teachers indicated tha F hey were "very familiar"
with the social studies goals OM objectives provided by DoDDS. Another40% indicated that the had "some awareness" of them. More than half of.'
the teachers found the ODDS social studies goals and Objectives to be
consistent with their. classroom goals and objectives; and- abOut 40%found them consist t "to a large extent.. "" Most of .the teachers rated
the match between their own ideasabout what should be included as partof the social studies curriculum and DoDDSgoals and objectives as "qutte
good" or "adequate." Half of the teachers thought that the DoDDS -goals --
and .objectives included 50 to 75% of what. should be covered ill:a social
studies course. About 20% thought that 75 to 100% of what.shduld be
covered was included.

Use of DoDDS goals and objectives. Teachers were most likely
use DoDDS social studies goals and objectives in choosing the major learn-
ing activities for Class, in selecting specific lerning objectives, and
in evaluating student achievemerit. About one-thioq (35 %) of the.teachers
described the match between the DoDDS goals and objectives and the text-
book(s) they_used as "good."

As with the fourth-. and eighth-grade. teachers about .80% of tVe
-eleventh-grade teachers interviewed indicated that DoDDS social stbdies
goals and Objectives were.generally available. About half of those
indicated that "very much" or "most" of what they teach- in clasS- is

. related to what DoDDS suggests through its goals and objectives
=.

L,Direction of the social studieaull4v-Eleventh-grade'teacherslit tennerf6 be guided 6iTisoriii choice and past experience, the chronology
of hisWrical events, or the textbook sequence in Meteg nifg what to teach
apd when to teach it in the social studies classes.: 1 14011 direction"
forthe social-studies-program in the schools was proiVI' .Q:.: by teacher
iommittees in abobt .40% of the cases,' by the individual teachersin about
25%, and by the .department chairperson in about 1,5%.. Ne*licA6 of theteacherS said they received no direction from the regiolktoffioe._ Those
who did receive direction indicated that direction generIPO.Obk the form:of visits by the coordinatbr or curriculum guides. Very dew teachers said-
that they received any di -ction from the office- in Washington.-

4.



When asked-how,much involvement or vo fte-th ey had-in establishing

the curriculum, three-quarters of the teac4rs said they had -"total say"

or ' uite a bit" of_involvemenf. TwO-thirds said they had-"enough"

inv vement.in establishing the curriculum. Nearly all of the teachers,

felt that they have enough choice in what they teach in their obi social .-

studies:

Seqd and scope across grades.. The majority of eleventh -grade

teacherhb.were rviewed indicated that the _social studies curriculum

was designed to fit 'thin a sequence and scope across grades-"to some

extent"'Or "to a great extent." .

Only about one-fOurth of the teachers

said it was -note .Half of the teachers reported that they do.get a chance

to. do cooperative plannfOg. with other eleventh..grade teachers, and nearly

as many mere-able to plan cooperatively with social studies teachers. of

Other grades, as well,

)Teacher involvemeWin_currituldm develoeme Three-quarters

of the eleventh -grade feathers interviewed said that they had not-been

involved in- the'selection Of:the-textbook series or materials for their

histOry course Of. those w had, some said that the selection was

made by majority rule after the teachers (or a teacher committee) had

voted, some said that each teacher chose from several available texts,

andotherS said that they had-"made..recommendations"-only, not the final.

decision. Of the, 'teachers who had not .barticipated-in. the seleatoh, most

were not sure hoW the selection had:bean -made.

SAJdent_participatidn-in. curriculum development. On thestuestion7

natire,73-Haf the 'teachers, indicated that students asked for specific

topics to be diScusted in social studies class at least- once a week.

NEKT-the same number -(37%) indicated that- their students did.so less

than once a.month or never. Roughly the same results.were found regarding

the frequency of student .suggestiOns about books, newspapers, magazines,

or'other'reSource materials to use inclass.---About 40% of the teachers

said they used student suggestions as to what-they would like to-do,-during

social studies class at least-once a month and about the same proportion

id so less than once amonthor never.
,

More than twO-fifths' (43%) of-the students indicated on the=ques-

onnaire'that they never made suggestions to their social studies teacher

out activitig.they would like to ado in clas. Similarly, close Ito half

(47%) of khe -tTunents said they never made suggestions about materials to

use-in class;



Participation of par s and community members in curriculum devel-
2REDII. Not many of the leventhrgrade teachers who were interviewed

that they had involved parents or community members-in planning for
social studies classes. Only a few mentioned that parents were involved
in curriculum committees or-that parehts have an opportunity at parent
conferences and open houses to comment on curriculum. Some teachers said
they use parents and community members as resources or as guest speakers,however.



INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

Both teachers and students were asked a series-of questions about.

the instructional methods and materials employed in DoODS social studies

classes lin-addition, teachers wer asked about the procedures they use
for evaluating:student performance in social studies. The questionnaires

and interviews addressed the following questions: r

What is the range of instructional methodSemploye and with wha

frequency are they used?

TO what extent are instructional materils used the classroom,

and adequate are the supplies of these:materials?'

What. procedures are used in evaluating student performance?

Grade 4

Instructional-methodology. Fourth -grade teachers responded to a

series of questions regarding the instructional techniques trey employed

and the extent to which they used those instructional methods, SiMilarly,

students were asked about their perceptions of /the instructional methods

utilized in their classes.

Most frequently used instructional techn ues. The most frequently

used instructiona ted pique among ourt -gra e teachers was discussion

involving the whole class. Over half (57%) indicated that they used this

technique "just about daily" and another thilt (35%) reported having class

discussions "at least once a week." Also used fairly frequently by fourth-

grade teachers were the lecture format, small group discussions, and

individual assignments both in class and at home.

Teachers' responses to the interview,questions largely confirm the

Tiestionnaire results, with "discussion" cited as the'most frequently used

instructional technique. When asked during the interviews what other
teaching strategies they employed, the most commonly ment. ed strategies

were the use of audiovisual aids, and small group projec



feast fre uentl uedAnstructionaljechni- ues.. Most. of the fourth-.
grade teachers indicated that they never uSed.comPaer assisted instruction
(92%Ltele'vised_AnStr'Octiexi (88%),T.FgraMMed instruction (68%) or con
tracts (57%).. Guest spcakerS,,fieldtript', simulations, -and` studentwOrk
at the. Chalk-board were all used infrequently.

Successful and unsuccessful class activities. When asked to give
an examp e o an activity in c ass t at was particularly successful,
teacher), most often cited activities that were geography-related projec
and cultural actitivies. Some examples OD these successful activities
included:

Role-playing Cblumbus landing in America: with students, playing
various roTes,- followed- byra writing assignment in connection- with
the,exertise,

a slide presentation on the aborigines of Australia, and

6-mock presidential election-With debates, discussion of issues
and discussion of the'election Outcome;

Teacher responses -.to questions about unsuccessful projects were quite
diverse. The success or failure' .of an activity was seen to be a function
of the level of. student interest and participation, the -teacher's intpre
and-participation, and the amount of teacher preparation for the actiVit
The materials used in the activity were aiso:seen to havean impact on its
success.

Student perceptions of instructional methodolo
. Student responses

during t e in erviews re ec a semi ar view o e instructional tech-
niques used in fourth-grade classrooms. While a number of fou th-graders
reported that class discussion and lectures occurred in,. their lasses, a
substantial number of fourth-graderS also indicated that "rea ing" and
"desk work" were common in their classes. When asked abobt' eir favorite
day in social studies, most of the students said that they iked social
studies in general or that nothing special stood out Howeyer, some of
the favorite activities cited were working with maps,' and drawing plc- ures
that had do with pollution. When students were asked whether they would
teach soc 1 studies 4ifferently if they were the teacher, about a quarter
of the students indicated that they would teach differently. The following
are examples of their suggestions:

"We haven't used the%book that much, and I'd use it more."
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"Show more films and talk about it more."

"Instead of talking, do big projects."

"I'd make the students read, then answer questions about ha they

read._!"

Teacher/student interaction. When asked-who-does most of-the talking
in claSs, half (5b%),ef-theHfourth-grade-students_ felt. that the teacher
talks more oftenthanthe.studentsone quarter .(24%):feltthAt the stu
dents:talk more often than the teacher, end the remaining quarter.(24%)-
taid. that tWteacherand the students talk aboLitthe same amount of

time. When asked how often they asked their teacher questiont to
studies class, more than a third (36%) of thefourth-graders indicated
that they "Hardly ever". asked the teacher questiens,--whileabout'hAlf
q49%) of the students said they "sometimes" asked the teacher questions.
About two-fifths (41%)-ofthe students indicated that very'few of the
other students ask questions in Oast, and another two - fifths ('38 %) said
that,.onix.''some" of the 'other students asWquestions in claSS

Instructional materials. Teachers were asked.to rate the frequency
with TOEFEFfiaerighteen supplementary teaching materials,, for :those.
materials-they did not use, teachers were' asked toindicate whether they
were "not needed" or "needed butnot available." The. students were asked
to inditafe.whether they did orAid not use seven separatej.eaching_mate

Most frequently used su lementary materials. Virtually all (95%) of
the fourth-grade teachers interviewed indicated.that they used some other,-
text or.material to supplement the-basic text. The questionnaire results
indicate that the most-fequently used teaching materials among the fourth-
grade teachers were maps, charts or globes, and newspapers. Close to two-
thirds (62%) of the teachers used maps, charts or globes at least once a
week, and another quarter (23%) used these materials` at least once a month.
Newspapers were used quite.often as well; with more than two-fifths (41%)
of the grade four teachers using newspapers at least once a week,; and a
quarter (25%) of the teachers using newspapers as an instructional aid at

least once a month-. Also used, fairly frequently within fourth-grade class
rooms were.magazines, photographs or posters, paperbacks, reference books

and films or filmstfrips.

Least,frequently used supplementary materials. The supplementary

usedsed feast o ten in gra_e four were i m loops videotape



equipment, and television. (More- than'two-fifthS (43 % -45 %) of the teach-,
erS,feltthat television and videotape _equipment were-"not.needecr for
c4aSS-use.: Alizablv number ofleacherS-03%736%):felt that television,

i learningvideotape equipment and learnihits 4er-0.-"heeded GUtnat avafiabip."
About a qUarteri(25%47%) of the. teacherS also.felt.that artifacts or
models, slides, and film loops were necessary but-unavailable.

Student u lementar materials, While more than two-
thirds of e fourth =grade s entsreported -using records or
tapes (67 %), films or filmstrips (82%) .andcmaps: or globes (87%) in their
:social studies class, more'than two- thirds (69 % -82 %) reported. that they
Aid 'not use study caMs, Job.. cards or lesson cards (69%), Jhdividual 'Study..
patkets (72%) or televisionA82%)-in social studies class. When asked
whiCh, of the seven materials evaluated, they liked to use most, NIA§ _.

or filmstrips (66 %) and reccirds.or' tapes. (5 %) were most often 'cited.

heuac of supplementary materials. ROughly half (53%) ofthe
teaChers indjcated that their supply of supplementary materials was either
"adequate" or "fully adequate" for students with special instructional
needs; the other half (45%) rated- supply as "inadequate" 'or "very inade-
quate." About two-thtrds (65%-67%) of the teachers felt that their supply
of supplementary-materials was either "inadequate%or "very inadequate"
for students for whom English-was not the native language and for.te students
whose reading ability was .b low grade level. Similarly, two-fifths (40%)
of the teachers felt that t eir supply of materials was "inadequate" or
"very inadequate" for use wi h students of very high ability.

About half (53%) of e foUrth-grade teachers reportel that their
supplementary,materialS were mpst often%supplied by oDDS. However,
close to afifth- (17%) of the teachers' said they most often acquire
supplementary materials using personal funds:

Library Use. Both teachers and students rated the library in terms
of 'eolo.-4of use and adequacy of library materials. About half' (49%)
of the .1chers in grade four.said that they r uire their students to use
...-Athe school library for social studies work at

ti
east'once a month, and a

quarter (26%) said that they require its use for this purpose less than
once a month. Close to three-quarters (70%) of the teachers at thiS level
found-the library resources to b "adequate or "fully adequate" for their
social studies-needs. ,

More than two-',fifths'(43%)o: the students made no use of the library
for social studies. About half I-55%) of the students reported that they R.

use the library for social studies "sometimes" or "quite- often."



n of student performance. TeaChers in Grade4 were -aitt-n to
indicate. what factors were use in evaluating their students' performance 8

-----,in social studies and the those factors contributed to the

final evaluation: f.

As a whole, teachers in fourth grade-gave the most donsideration to
acievement on, their own.fteacherfi-made tests, and achievement on specil
class projects, papers, reports, et-c.,- ip evaluating student performance.
On '.the average, these meaures were said to contribute about 25% to tiv
final grade: Achievement on standardized achievement tests, and partici-
pation in class discussion accounted ror just over 20% of. the final evalua-

tion. Homewosci,assignment and attendance in class- accounted for -less

4he students'. grades atthan 20% of the fourth-grade level.

When teachers were .asked dur,ing the interviews what' the most impor-

tant considertations were in the evaluation of students, the most common

responses centered on "mastery:of the material," "student effdrt'," and_ We

student's?"ability or potential." Interview'reponse questions about thp
types of 'tests and measures used in: evaluation indicate that while abou
two-thirds of the teachers used some form of test they had constructed
themselves, about .a third'useid measures.includ0 with tare text. About
half the foUrth-grade teaches indicated that they use the same-apprtach

'grading in social studies as they do in other subjects.

Grade

Most frequentl used instruct oval techniques. The most frequently.

used instructional techniques among: the.eighth-grade teachers were lecture

and cldSs discussiori'. Close to three-lUarters (71%) of the teachers

indicated
,

that they lectured. "at least.oncea' week" and an--additional-13%-
.

said they lecturedjuSt dbout daily. About tWo7fifths (42%)!of the teach-

ers, Used.class di.cussions just about daily -andabout half (47%) used this
technique at least once a week, ..Also used were flindividual

assignments at home" and "tests or

Teacher responses'during interviews are consistent for- the.Most.part
with _questionnaire data, on instructional mQdes. ,"Clas discussions" mere:.
cited most often; "leCture" formats were atSo,pcipular% Many cited "audio4

visual dids° as an -additional. -strategy.,'

'elst-fre uently used instructional techniques. 'More-than half he

teachers in grade eight had never used computer-assisted jnsstruction (94 %),

televised instruction (73%), programmed instruction (71%):, contracts (60%)
or field trips (53%) in their clesses. Guest speakers;,simulations, and

student work at the chalkboard Ire also used infrequently. -;

r.



:Successful and uriuccessful class:activities.' When, Asked to give -a
example of a,class activity that was particu any successful, social Stud-
ies related games, role-play, and specific discussions were most.often
cited Examples of successful activities included:

a simulatio of the congressional procest with, students acting as
senators and representatives dIsLussing legislation;

-as discUssion of WWII relating Hitler's views to.aVen-1 happening*
today, u

a-"moraidilemma exercise" where students discussed. contemporary
.m&al debates` -in an historical context (for example, should a
young man in-1776.join the Minutemen?)

Teachers' Tesponses Were'guite diverse to questions about class activities
that they felt were unsuccessful However, .specific lectures and. acti

American. government. or- hiStory were often- cited. The:.
success or failure of an inStructionalaCtivity was seen bythe teachers
to be a function. of the level (")f student, interest-and participation,
-teacher:interest and participation,andthe'amount.cif:preparatiOn the":
teacher put into the activity.-

Student perceptions of instructional. methodology.: Students responded
in a similar manner-when- asked about the frequency wfth. which various-.
instructional techniques were employed:in their social studies. classeS.
Over threequarters (77%) of:the.eighth-graders reported that "the teacher
talks or lectures alMOst every. class.'!, Nearly half -(43 %) of the students
indicated that in almost every class the whole class. discutses a t ic,
and close to two-fifthg.OW felt..this was -the(case at least once a
week. In contrast to teacher reports, a large number of-eighth-grade
students indicated that they frequently work'Jndependently -during social
studies cIas. Over three-quarters of the eighth-graders -reported that
theynever went on field trips,- When asked:about- their- favorite. day in
Social studies, the responses were quite diverse. HoweVer, students most
often cited a day in which films were being shown, social studies related'
games. were played or a specific discuSsion took place. Some of the .

favorite activities cited by students included:

discussion of the Iranian crisis;:

a game in which the class was divided into three groups :that acted
out the buying and selling of goodsC

a .movieabout Davy Crotket,and the Alamo.



. . When Asked whether they wor ld te4ch social
they were the teacher:, more tlian,a-Ahird of the
*would. LExamples of.stude soOes,tionS fricluded

lave more discussion in .class

"Do fun tHings lfke. Prg,Jects."

students.choos

.1'More lectures 'and taking note's than' dingtfrqT

"Go on field _tripslet them learn ab people

"More films."

.

. (45

TeachertstudeRt'interaction Whe@ aske who does Most f !the tal
inAlass, half. 50, ;of the eighth-graders i dicated-thapb ,th the;te
and students do a lot of'talking in class, d tWoHfifths ( 9%) of'th
students.felt that "the teacher does most the talking, b t asks1 st
questions. sometimes:" FeW-students" felt th the students o most of
talking-. About half (48%): of ihd.eighth-gr derS said they ask their
'teacher questions almosti-ever class; and re,than three carters (78%)
of the students indicatqd that other stude is ask the teacher gpesti ns
during almost every class.

e

InStructional materials: Teachel-s a .asked td rate the freq ency
;ith which they-used eighteen suppIeMenta y teaching materials. ;For those
materials they did notluse, teachers were asked to ihdic4te whether they
were "not needed" or "heeded but not aye) able." The StOdents also rated
the frequency -of.use 0 a -more abbreviat list of six materials. !

I'

,

Most frequently used u lementar aterials. Nirtually all '(97%)
the teachers interviewed ihditated- that hey used some other textlor
material- to supplemerit the basic text,- ,he-results.citthe.questionnire
indicate that the moStfrequently used eaching materials among the
eighth -grade teachers were maps,'ChartS or-globes,- newspapers, and refer-
once books. ..More than two-ti4rds (69%) of the'teacherS. indicated that
they used:maps, charts or globes at le -st once -a week,'_ hd.almost a'fifth
(17%) said they used these materials aq least once a month'. Reference
books were used'quite Often as well, w th two-fifths (41%Y of the-teachers
indicating that they used referehce books at least-once a week, and a -
third (33%) reporting that reference ooks were used as .a teaching aid
at least once.d month. SiMilarly, ne spaperi were used by half (50%) the
teachers at least once a week, and by another fifth (21%)_At least once
a month., Also used fairly frequently within eighth- grade classes were
photographs or pcsters% magaiines; overhead projectors. and filmstrips.



Leas lementar materials. The sUpplementdry
materia s us east often eig th-gra e teachers were television,
Videotape equ nt, film lo and models or artifacts.,,About half
(46%-51%) of t teachers f loops and television w!e "not needed"'

cfor use in connection with social studies class, and a third (35%) felt
that videotape equipment was "not needed." A sizable number (26%-30%)--
of teachers felt that television, videotape equipment, learning kits, and
arfifactsormdelswere"need btl not avai)able."

udent eactions to suilemestar materials. Of the six mate-
'ripls the 5tudents evaluated, maps or globes and films or filmStrips
were reported by the students to be the most ,frequently used materials
in eleventh-grade classrooms. 'The materials used*least often according
to the students, were television,and individual study packets'. Students
indicated that magazines or 'newspapers and 'records or_tapes Were used
fairly -infrequently, as well

When the eighth-grade students were asked which of the six materials
they felt helped them learn most, films or filmstrips (50%) was cited most
often. Moreover, more than two-fifths (42%) of,,the students indicated
that:they Would like to _spend more time using films or filmstrips. The
pat.erial Ated.mbst "often (38%) as least interesting to use was individual
study packets.

Adequacy of supplementary materials. About two-thiirds (58 %) of the
teachers in grade eight fp,t that their supply of supplementary materials
wa either-"adequate" or "fully adequate" for use with students with
spe_ial instructional needs, while a third (30%) felt that supply was
"inadeqate" or "very inadequate." About three-quarters (73%-76%) of
the teachers felt that their-supply of supplementary materials for us
with students.for whom English is not the native language-and for .s ents
whose reading level is below grade level was "inadequate" or "very® nade-
quate."HMore than two -fifths (45%).-felt that materials were "in equate"
or "very inadequate" for'Use'with students of .high ability.

About three-fifths (62%) of the grade eight teachers reOrted that
their supplementary materials were most often supplied by,OODS, and
another quarter (27 %) said they most often acquired supplies usinglocal
or personal funds.

Library use. Teaghers and students rated theta ibrary in terms o
frequency of use and adequacy of-library material "_ About half (53%). of
the teachers in grade eight said that they reOtred their 'students to"use
the library for social studies work at least once a month, and a quarter
(26%) required its use at least once a'week./ CloSe to three-quarters (73%)
of the teachers at this level-found the 'library resources to be either

//



"idequate"- or "fully-adequate" for their social studies class needs, while
less than a. quarter (24%) of the teachers found the resources to be
"inadequate" or "very inadequate."

The students appeared to use the library somewhat less frequently
than the teachers required of them. More-than two-fifths of the students

1,(44%) reported using the school library for their social studies work
"less than once a month,!', or "never." Most students indicated that they
found.the library to be helpful in their work, however, with olose to
three-quarters (71%) f the students indicating that they found the School
library materials t b "somewhat" or "very" useful in helping them dO
their social studies w

- Evaluation _of student'performanc_- Teachers- were asked-- O-Andictte'
what factorswere used'in evaluating their.students in social studies.an,
the amount those factors. contributed to the final evaluation. As a-wholb,
twehers. gave more-consideration to achievement on their own teacher-made
tests than to any other factor. On the average, achievement on teacher-
made tests accounted for about 40% of the final evaluation. Achievement
on special class projects, papers, reports, etc,, accounted for about 20%
of the final grade, and -.homework:assignments tounted for'almost 20% of the
final evaluation as well, As a whole,:teachers did not give a lot of
,emphasis ito participation in class discuSsions (14 %), achievement on
standardized tests (15%),.or attendance in c ss (10 %) in arriving at
their final evaluations.

When teachers were asked d6ringtheinterviews what the most impor-
tant considerations, were in the evaluatizoel of students,: the most common
responses-cehtered on student "ability or potential" -and student "effort,"
Over.alhird of tile:responses related to student'"ability or potential."
Interview responses to ,questions- about the types of tests and measures
used in evaluation indicate,that-the- vast majority of,the -teachers use
some form of teacher-made "objectiv-e",6r ; "essay

"" type test in evaluating-
Student performance. More than two7thirds of the.teachers rep:Orted that
they use the same approach to 'grading in social studies as they do in
other subjects.

Grade 11

used instructional ues. Of the,tixteen
instructional methods presented to the eleventhgrade teachers, th:most
frequently used techniques were lecture and class-disclission. Close to
half (45%) of the teachers reported having class diScustions "just about
daily" and just. under half (44%) ind,icated tatffieTTOWETass.discussions-

i



"at -t once a week,M', About a third (36 %.) .of the teachers' lectured just
'abou ilY, and about half (46) lectured atleast once a Week." Also

iused -uentlY were "tests or.qiiizaes'i- and "individual ass.ignments" at-

The onses given during interviews with teach-
er largely confirm _the-qUestionnaire results. When asked what instrUc--'
tional mode they used mostsfrequently, most of the teachers indicated that
they used class. discdsOon most often. Shen- -asked what Other strategies ..-

they =used, audiovisual aids and small group projects were= most Often cited.

,

ntly.USed-instrUctional techni A majority of the
eleVenth;g a _e feathers 114d7never.dsed-"computer"O$Sistedliistruction
'(86%), "te vised instruction" --(73%)i "programmed4hstruCtton". (69 %), -.

"contracts" (69%).:0i-r-"field trips" in their cla$0s,;,'11,1stiuSed*.fairly--.-
infreqUentl were "handson manipulative or- laboratory material,": "student
workat-th chalkboard," anti "'guest speakers".

NSuccessful unsuccessful class s. When asked t6 give_ = _
..an examp -of a crass activity that was .particularly successful, social

studies-related games and role-playing and specific-discbssions were most
-often cited. Examples of successful activities include;

,asimulation- exercise-in which three groups: of Odents,
rep esented three sections of the UxS.: ,lust ',prior, to the

war;.

a simulation in which students represents
.negotiating :a contract in- a factory :Orin-

.

dividing the -class into groups and -haVing-::
constitution.-;

abor" and "management"
he industrial per-kid;

o write. a new

Teachers were. quite diverse in responSes to questions' bout claSs
activities they felt Wereunsuctessful. :HoWever, lectuies, having studen
read material and then answer questions, and using materials that were-.
too difficult and lengthy= were often cited. The success or -ilure of
an activity was seem-to be a function of the students' jevel of interest
and participation, the teachers interest and participation- and the amount
ofpreparafion the teacher put into the activity.

7 :Itudent_percep ions of 'instruc ional methodology. Consistent with
the teat er rata, t e event -gra e stu ents reported that the most
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frequentjnstructipnal activities within theirolassrooMHwereiect0e:,and
diScustion-.',Ine'vlast majority -(84%) '0 thestudents-indicatedthattheit.-..
ieacher talks.TOr:l.eCture§ almost every trass.:-Abouf two-fifths '(181) -01Y.
the :students indicatecrthat-class discussions take-iplace almof every
class, and-another,two-fifths :(3,9% ) reported that class dIscuisions,take. .

.place'.at least."Once a Week. Students. also reported that student's Work'.

independently -rip class fairly often. Consistent with teacher reportS;.a.,
lange proportion -(D4 %) Of 'the students said they never went on4ield trips,

When studentt..Were 'asked. about their favorite day in social studies,
the responses We e quite diverse. Students most often.cited a-day on-
which.-,a 0Alf16 report_orAiscussion. took place. Some.,-ofthe favorite., .

--- atiVities citeCby,the studentePincldded:,

a-discussion :of the Iranian -c

a discussion of the causes of-WWI:,

debate ,over Civil War.,

.
When asked whether they would teach social studies .diffe ently if they

were the teacher, just under half the students, indicated that they would
teach diffe ently than their teacher does. Their suggestions included:

the book more and)be More direct."-

"Discuss more, show films, go. on field tripS make lectures more
interesting."

"Focot on little-known groups: Indians; women, some minorities.

"CUrdown,onlvtures..",

"More field trips and guest speakers."

.Teatheristudent interaction. The students were also asked a series
of queStions Abouf: their interattions, with their teacher in the classroom.
About -a third:( 6%). of the eleventh-graders.indicated thatithey asked their
social studies teacher questions almost every class, and another, third
(33%) reported that they asked questions in social studies class at,least
once a Week. About tiiree-gdirters (74%) of the eleventh -grade students
reported that other stuents in social studies class asked the teacher.
questions during almmt-ev -y class. When asked ablvt how much. talking
is done by the teacher and y the- students in clash about two-fifths,
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-(44%) of the eleventh-grade
student's felt that both the-teacher and stu-..'dentt talked a Tot in Class, while another two- fifths (43 %) felt that -"theteacher does most ofthe,talking, but asks students questiont sometimes,"

InstrUCtidnal materials. Teachers were asked to indicate how oftenthey used eighteen supplementary
teaching-Materials. -For those' materialsthey did not use, teachers were asked to indicate whether they were""not

needed" or "needed but not available" The students also rated the fre-quency of-Use of.a more abbreviated list of six materials,

Most f e uentl used supplementary-materials. All (100%) of theteachers interviewer Tn icate that t-ey ha use some other text ormaterial. to suppledentAhe basic text. The questionnaire data indicatesthat the most frequentlY\used
teaching:materials among (the eleventh-gradeteachers were maps, charts-and globes', reference boOks,.and magazines.

Three-fifths (62%) of the teachers indicated that they used maps, chartsor globes "at least once a week," and another quarter ,(23%) reported using
maps, eharts or globes at feast once a month. Reference books were usedby close to half (47%) of the teachers "at least once a week," and by_more.than a third (36%) "at least once-a month.". Similarly, magazines wereused by over two-fifths (44%) of the teachers "at least once a_ week," andby a qffarter (24%) of the teachers "at least once a month." Also usedfairly frequently in eleventh- ade classrooms were filmstrips-cud news-papers.

Least ently used instructional materials. The supplementary mate-tials:bsed leas o by e eventh-gra e teac ers were television, .vided-
tape equipMeht, and. film lops. Two-fifths-(40%) of the teachers felt thatfilmlobps and televisiba-were not needed," and a quarter (24%) felt that
videotape equipmeht was .-"hot peeded," A sizeable number of teachers feltthat televition,_videotape"equipmeht, artifacts or models- and photographs-Or posters were needed but not available. About a third (30-33%) of theteachers felt that television and videotape equipment were necessary butunaVailable, while a quarter '(26%) .of the teachers felt this was the case
for.artifacts or models and- photographs or posters-.

Student reactions to su lementar material Of the six Materialsthe studentt eva uate maps or g obes an films or filmstrips werereported by the students to bethe most frequently used materials for
eleventh-grade social studies. The materials used least often, accordingto the students, were televiSion and individual study packets, Studentsindicated that magazines or:newspapers and records or tapes were usedfairly infrequently, as welil.



her' the eleventh- grade students were asked whichnfthesix.mate7-
rials they felt helped them learn:most, "flimsier filmstrips"" (61%) Was
cited most often. 'Moreover, more than two-fifths-(41%) of the students -'
indicated -that they -would like to, spend more .time-ustng "films or film
strfps." 'The material cited most, often (37%) as least. interesting_ to use
was individual study packets.:

AL.12s2Lel2upplementarY. materials. Teachers rated-the adequacy of
their supply of supplementary materials and the adequacy of these materials
for use with special ihsthictional' needs. About three-fifths (62%) of the
eleventh-grade teachers felt that their supply of ;upplementary materials

-.was either "adequate" or "fully adequate," while a third .(36%) of the
teachers felt that their supply of materials was either "inadequate" or
"very inadeqUate:" Close to three-quarters'(71%) of the teachers at this
level felt that their supply of supplementary materials For use with. stu-
dents for whom ErAilish,was not the native language and for students whose
reading ability is below grade level was "inadequate" or "very inadequate "
More than a third (3s%) of the teachers felt supplies were "inadequate" or
"very inadequate" for use with students of high ability.

Library use. Both teachers and'students rated the library in terms
of freqmleay of use and adequacy of library materials. -About half, (49 %)
of the eleventh -grad r teachers said that they required their students to
use the schbol,library for social studies worif, at least once a monthand
another fifth (19%) required ,its use at least once a week.- Close to three
quarters (72%) of the teachers found the library resources to be either
"adequate "" or "fully adequate" for their social studies classneeds, while,
a quarter ,(24%) felt that the library resources were inadequate for their
needs.

The-students apPeared_to use the library somewhat less often than the
teachers. reported.was 'requited of heir, students. Over half of the stu-
dents (53%) reported-using the-library "lesS- than once a montledr:"never"
for social -studies work-. WhiTe two- thirds (66%) of the eleventhgraders'
--said they found the sch001 library materials to be "somewhat" or "very
useful" in doing'..their social studies work, dote to a fifth (19%) of the
1§tudents indicated that they "do not use-School library materials for
social studies." It4-

Evaluation of --tuden erformance. Teachers were asked to indicate
-what factors were used in evaluating student-petformante in eleventh-grade
social studles and the amount those factors contributed to the final
evaluation...

As a whole, the eleventh -grade teachers_ gave most consideration to a'
achieveMent on their own teacher-made tests. On the average, achievement

.



on teacher-made, tests accounted for,almost half (47%) of the final evalua:tion.- AchieveMent on standardized
achievement-tests and-achievement owspecial class projects, papers, reports, etc.-,_counted for about a fifthofthe final grade on the average. As a-whole; teachers-ip'grade eleven 'did not give a lot of qmphas5s to homework aSsignments (16%),'participationin class discussion (130), or attendance in class (7%).

.When teacherswerehasked-duringlthe interviews what the most impor
Cant Consideratinns,were in the evaluatiOnOf students,,. esponseS Most
often.,Centered on student "ability or:potent-W.!' IntervieW-responses
to qUestions about the types of tests and measures_used,IindPicated thatvirtually all teachers used :SoniefOrin of` teacher -made "objective or -ps=ay:_:type- test in evaluating student performance. JAlmost -all the eleventh-grade
teachers reported -that they use ,the same'.approath-te, grading in social
studies as they,d6'.in other subjects

4



TEACHER PRE ARATIOi AND 1N-5ERV E-NiEDS'

This chapter dis.cusses items_ from the questionnaires and interviews
address the followingAuestions

To what extent are DoDD5 elementary school eachers and

secondary social studies teachers prepared for the teaching
of social studies, and

-What ere their related in- service training-i.;,0410;

In addition, this thaptqr will examine- teacherS' 1):eptions, of eir

students' entry -level skillS'and their attitudes Uward0000treaming,
special education students into social ''studies classes.'''

Grade

Teacher preparation. All but 1% -of -the fOurth-grade teac-hers in the
survey had taught for five years or more, and 43% had taught for 15 years
or more-. Two-thirds had taught in an overseas school for fiVe'yEirs-or
more, and nearly all of those had taught social studies during the entire
time they had been teaching overseas. Far fewer had been teaching- social
studies in the same school for five years or more,, however. In fact,.

nearly two-thirds had been teaching in the same school for less than five
-years.

When asked abolit their formal training in social studies Methods
..,

\,

10% of the fourth-grade teachers indicated.that they had np.0drsesln
social studieS methods, 33%,nad.liad. one course in .social-stud fes'-MethddS,

and 56% hati:had-twq-COurses or more.,

entrytlevel skills. Teachers -were asked to inOcate:the
percentage of-students WhO. entered their classeiwith'the basic entry-
level skyrls',in social studies necessary to achjeVemastery,of .social`

studies'objeOives. More than dne-fourth of the teacherS, repOrted. that
\half of the 'students or fewer had entered. with adequate basic

i e ewer 'than one -fifth the teachers reported. that all of their,
s udents had entered with the necessary basic skills. One -third of ,the..

aChers-i-eported Oat:15%-90, of the students had entered with the',
-ne _esSary skill5ANeaHy two-thirds indicated that the classes theYYhad,



this year were "typiCal" of those they encountered in. theirexperience in DODS schools,_
teachin-

Mainstreamin special education students., Two-thirds of the teachersinterviewed reported that they current y had special edikation-students
mainstreamed in their classes, Over half"of-7thOse said that they hadtaught one or two mains reamed studentt this year, lind one-third hadtaught three to five mainstreamed students. About -of4 teacherswith mainstreamed students said that they 4id'hot have any special con-_cerns about. eaching social studies to mainstreaMed students.- Of theothers, half said that the text Was tad' difficult for mainstreamedstudents,- and half said that they needed mere training in order to teachmaiqtreamed student ctively. Interestingly, the number of teacherswho OpOrted that had "no special concerns" was identical to the,number who report- that they received "considerabtle assistance" fromspecialists in th school to work with mainstreamed students. Of theremaining teacher_ half.said they received no assistance from specialists'and half said they received "some" assistance. All of those who did notalready; receive "considbrable

assistance" said they would like to_recet" more assistance from spe6ialists.

srvice trainin ,needs. In the interview, teachers weraskedabout es of in- service training: (I) in-service training theyfelt they needed to help strengthen thgir Sills, and (2) in-serviCethey would like to helpEthem outin teachidgsocfal_studies. :Most -ofthe teachers said there were some types of training theydid -feel they needed. Most mentioned -that they needed in-service train-ing to help them better utilize the materials already-available to them,partiCularly in those cases in which a new textbook series had beenadopted, Many also said they needed in-service training to learn moreabout teachilig methods and techniques (role- playing, map skills, special
"-projects, group dynamics)

the second category, teachers said they would likeopportunities-
toshare teaching ideas. with °teachers from other schools ("what works forother teachers") and "ideas" workshops.

.Several.mentiened."a.need,for more"hands-on" workshopsi and workshops Tirovidingbaterials to use in the-
classroopr.("active"rworkshops rather thane "lectures"). Others-mentioneda desire fbr in-service training related to o-using the hOst nation as ateachingr-resource. A number of teachers said they had nothing specificto suggest but that they would'eni_PY "anything stimulating"--new; fresh

- ,apperoaches and jdeas

Fewer than half f-of the fourth-grade teachers interviewed-had receivedanyHn-service educatiOn in social studies over the past. three years (orat least since they had been in -a DODOS school ) G nerally, those wio



had received no in-service educatiOn said it was be-cause no in-service
In social studies had been-made. available! Of those who hall reGeivee
in- service educationl rrpst said it had _been!useful, although some wished
that more had been, provided.

Preferree.methOds for 'providing' inservie training.. MoSt said they,
thought ingaiirrvlce should be provided during release t)Me from classes -or-
as fOrmal course. work (eg/, during the =summer). When asked how much of
their own time they,would be willing to qevotp their areas df interest,
most-said '"6- few hours a'week"-Ar 10 3" Nearly all said they would be
willing to do in-service reading on their own. andlbuld use paced, self-
teaching materials if they were proviaed.-

...Teacher -preparation, All but 11% of the 6.4ghth-gradeteachers in the
survey had taught for five years or more,, and 41% had taught for 15 years
or -more. !One-fourth had taught in_ an overseas school for 15 or more years.,
and two-thirdS had taught in an overseas schoo.- for five years or more
gf those; most had been teaching social studies in an overseas' school
nearly-as many years. Far fewer had been _leaching. for as many years in
the same school4 however. More than half (58%) had taught in the same
school for fewer-than -five years.

Fifteen pertent..of the teachers repOrted that they had had no courses.'
in social studies methods... -The majority, however,.had had fOrmat- training
in social studies methods! Most had had at _leaA two courses, and 25% of
theNtgachers had had four or more college-level courses 4n social studieS
methods.

0
udents' e level skit ls..0 Of the 4ighth=gradp teachers,. nearly

onef ourth ( ) nd -cated that, fewer than half Of their. students had
skillswith the basic entry-level skil :necessary to achieve.mastery of

social studies, Objectives.. Twenty-eight percent reported that 75%-99% of
their students'had basic entry-levek and 37% indicated that 50%-75%
of their students did. A majority of the teachers- (59%). indicated that
this year's class was typical of the classes the had encountered in-boN5
s Choo s

Mainstreaming special educatioo_ students. Two- thirds cihe eighth-
grade teachers: interviewed reported that they turrently.haq special educa-
tipn students mainstreamed their - social. studies ClasSes. Many were not

i
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'sure exactly how many mainstreamed students they _had taught this year, butabout half said they had _taught one to four mainstreamed students, and therest said they had taughtfiveor more Most of-the teachers said theyIdid have pecial toncerns aboLt teaching social studies to mainstreamed. students. A sizable number were concerned about the'time conflict theYfelt in trying to meet the needs of students who regutred special indi-vidualized attention. Others said they lacked the materials and trliningneiess-aiisto teach mainstr.eamed students effectively. .-The materials andlextb2oks'ued with the.rest of the class were' bften cited as unsuitable,`for use with special eda-Cation ,students.

.AtIdut half of- the teaCherS said. they received "some".aSsistance.from'specialis'ts in'the s6hool in working with mainstreamed students, and about''one-fb_urth received !'considerable"- assistance.. The remainder of the 7teachers sOd:they-received no assistance. Two-thirds of the- eighthgrade
teazhels-.Sd4'd they would prefer to have more assistance from specialistsin teaching mainstreamed students.-

Pr 1n-service training. During the interviews, teachers were asked about=;two types of in-service training: (1) io-service training they felt theyneeded to help, strengthen their skills and () in- service they wouldliketo help themcout In teachihg social studies. Most eighth-grade teacherssaid the :_'did feel a need for some type of in-service training. Many saidtrey felt a need for workshops On-new teaching methods and techoigues.
Some-said they needed more information on such area's as how to teach geog-rai'phy,how:to teach non-flction reading skills, or value's clarification.
Another Major area of_interest *long eighth -grade teachers was asneed forin-service training for teaching mainstreamed Stu-dents (or other specialcases, such "gifted" or " "slow "" students).,

'1n the second Cateijory, "in-service they would like to he-10 them
out," the ..topics most-often mentioned by eighth-grade teachers were essen-,
tially the same as thole mentioned above. Some mentioned a "teacher .ideaexChange" or -a desire to learn about prOject -ideas that involve students.Some empha-sized a need_tdbring in - experts from outside the ,system, to keep
them up-to-date_son current trends in teaching social studies and up7to-dateyin their content. area:

Half,of-the teachers interviewed said they had.received in-serviceeducation in'social studies during the paSt three years. Of those, onlyabout a third felt that it had met their professional needs. Others 'saidit likd not been useful or that "more should hava,., een proyi_ded. For the
most part, teachers who had not received-any in vice education in socialstudies said that none had been made available.
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Preferred _methods for' ovidin in-service ainin There was little

agreem amongent ang eighth-grade teachers as to how in- service education should

be provided. They were about evenly divided between oinking it should

be provided during release time and thinking it should be provided after

school. Quite a -tsw said they preferred formal course work, particularly

in summers, while Uthers specifically ruled summers out as unfeasible.

Many said they would be willing to-participate in in-service on their own

time for 'a few hours every week, or as long as was necessary to learn what

they were interested in Others were very specific about how much time

they would give, e.g., "a couple of weekends," "two weeks in the summer,"

"one afternoon a month." Nearly all of the eighth-grade,teachers said
they.would be willing to do in-service reading on their own, and many said

they would be willing to try paced, self-teaching materials if they were

provided.

Grade 11

Teacher_preparat,ion.-. More than half (55%) of the eleventh -grade

.teachers in the survey reported that they had been teachers for. 15 years

"or -more. Nearly all of the teachers- (94%) had taught for five Years-or

more All but 13% had taught in_an overseas_school for five years or

more, with more than half of the teachers reporting that-they had taught

Overseas for more than 10 Years, Most .had taught,social studies nearly

as long. Only 15% had been- teaching-- in the same school_ for more than 10

years, however. .A majority (53%) hadleen teaching in the same overseas

school for five to ten years.

More'than a third of the eleven tigrade teachers had taken four or
more college-level courses in social studies Methods.- Approximately the

same numberhactfaken two to three courses. Only 13% reported that they

had had no courses in social studies, methods.

Students' -entry-level skills. None _ofd the eleventh-grade teachers

-indicated that _all- of their students- had' entered their class with the basic

entry -level skiTT? in social studies:necessary to achieve mastery of 'social

studies objectives for the class, although 4V/. indicatedthat'75%-99% of

their students had More than half-of the teachers (56%) indicated that

fewer than half of their students had entered- the Class .with the necessary

entry-level skills. Most. id that their classes were typical°of those

they had encountered in their teaching-experience in NODS schools.-

Mainstreaming special education students. Two-thirds of the eleventh-

grade teachers interviewed said that they currently had special education
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students .mainstreamd-in their social stables classes- Some were notsure exactly how many they, had taught during the year-, but about two-thirds-indicated that they had taught four .or. fewer and one -third saidthey had taught five or more.., Many. said they did have .special concernsabout teaching social,Stufts to mainstreamed stUdents'. Eleventh-grade.teachers wereprifilarIlyHalltetned about their lack of time to meet the
-the.mainstreamed students, the }ack of appropriate materials;add' 'their lack of training-to Meet the needs of mainstreamed students.Many-of the eleventh-grade teachers said they had received at leas1 someassistance from ,specialiTtin the school to work with Mainstreamed.students:. Still,.two-thirds said that they would prefer to have more

.

-assistance from specialists.

n-service trainin needs. Most eleventh-grade teachers indicatedthat they needed more in-service training in teaching techniques, specif-ically,in such areas as history, dreading in the content area, gradingand testing, and using the inquiry approach. Some said they wanted to bekept up to (late on "what's new in teaching social studieS." Another majorcategory of concern was learning how to work with special needs students--handicapped, ESL, gifted, etc.

A number of teachers said they would like to have experts come into discuss research in history, new historical ideas, or how to presentselected topics: Many said they were open to any in-service, as long asit brought .in new ideas'. Teachers frequently mentioned a desire to gettogether with social studies teachers outside their own school to share ,ideas.

About half of the teachers had received in-service education insocial studies over the past three years. Of those, about half thoughtthe in-service training had met their professional needs in some way (forexample', "Very helpful," or "I. learned about moral dilemma materials andtechniques, which I now use,") Others thought the in-service traininghad been only minimally helpful or not useful at all Those who had: notreceived any in- service education in social studies generally said thatnone had been made available.'

Preferred methods forproyi(ling12-service training. When teacherswere asked in what form they thought in-service should be offered, therewas no consensus.
Many thought that a combination of several types (e.g.,after school, weekends, summers, release time) should be offered. Of thosewho named a specific type, release time was most often suggested. Severalsaid that "fdrm" was far less important than "quality." One suggested thata regional resource center would be very worthwhile, if teachers wereallowed to travel to it periodically.
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There was .also no consensus amon(leachers. as to how. much time-they
would be willing to devot in-sermice training in their areas .of inter---
est. Many said "it.depen. " Other answers ranged from "no time at all" .

to " "no limit" or:flasmuch _ is necessary." All- said -th4 would be willing
tb do in-service reading .on their own, and many said they would try using
oared self-teaching materials, if they were provided.
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XII. TEACHERS' COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT
DoDDS SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

A

ntrodurti

Both on the questionnaire and during the interview; teachers wereOven the opportunity,to comment about- DoDDS and the social stddieS.
Their.oOmments and suggestions are summarized below.

j-

Grade 4

When they were asked "What do ou think DODS should know about i
efforts relative to social studies curriculum?",- fourth- grade teat ers
coy mente most often on the need for a better defined scope and sequence,better materials, and more coordinatidh and communication within theschool, the region, and the system. .Many exp sa.dissatisfaction-withthe textbook and a. need for more-geography. he following comments and
.suggestions were paracteristic:

"The goals and objective( are far too generaT and unrealistic. We
need.a more specific scope and sequence across grade lvels. We
need a curriculum guide, nit a general philosOphy."

"The objectives are good, but, because materials and suppli s are
often unavailable overseas, they're sometimes unrealistic:"

"Need different books for foOrth grade, We need to be m e con-
cerned with teaching geography. More map materials are ended."

"Not much effort has been made in the area of social studies. It
would be helpful to have some equipment--alternate sets of booksand reference materials."

"DODS is not providing current films, and they are not in good
condition."

"Need more specific guidelines as ta where we should be by the end
of fourth grade. I like the objectives, but they're broad. We
need more concrete objectives for the grade."

"We need more contact
,

With social studies supervisors.



"Need open lineS of communication so we,khow what's going on."

"Each country is different. DoDDS needs to be more sensitive'to
the Particular situation in each country. We Ot. the feeling it's
all geared to Germany."

*

,Teachers were also asked, "If DoDDS were to invest resources r Soci
studies, where do -a think those resources_ sh6_171Liu76- The majority b-
aurt-gra e teachers thought resources should go toward materials. 'Others

suggested they go toward workshops and.in-service training.. Following are
some. representative comments:

"More films-and media Material."

"Material for the classroom. Not texts -- hands -on kinds of things."

"Inservice. Materials for teachers. Scope and sequience.

References and support materials."

"NeW maps. Building up our libr-vies with reference materials.
Film loops and Mo on different countries (for
example, U.S. geography)'"

"New'materials. Then in-service training in social studies."

More fun things for-the,kids,(kits,.etc-.). Material on minorities
and Black- stUdies. Career edation material' (eSpecially.books).
Help in coordinating the social studies program."

"Secial- studies workbooks with adequate skills at different grade
levels,, thap skills."

"FUnd:s should be given to.-each School; let teachers put it wherd
they think Pest."

"Instead of spending more for new materials, stress psing what e-
rathersee more teachers hired."_,-- 4. 4

When asked whether they had any,additional comment s,or concerns about
social .studies class curriculum, teachers commented:. .

"We really heed 0 have some in-suqice."

"Steengthening- variety of materials would be a help."-
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"The book is extremely limited."

"Geography. Need to learn morelbout the U.S. Students have no
concept of cities, states, oceans.' They need general information
which is not hit upon anywhere in the curriculum."

"Need._ curriculum guidenot detailed, PUt a scope-and-sequence"
guide, ',It's difficult when teachers ad students move from one

S-Clicial to another."

When they were asked, "What do you think DODS .shOuld know about itsefforts relative to social studieS curriculum ",.the areas that eig- gra teac ers comMente on most often.werethe materials,'a need for morecontact and:communication, and a need formore sc9pe and sequence across,grades, The following comments tnd'suggestions Are representatile:-

it "Need to develop a film library to support eighth -grade socialstudies."

"Need to work on convincing school administrators that socialstudies is important."

"I am unhappy with the current text, Generally I feel that therecoul better materials."

"There is lack of teacher input. Lack of materials as requested."

"DODS shoUld irn efforts to everyday event and their influences
on the children. There'sla big problem getti g, current events
news--a magazine or something which comes in often would help."

"Ma0-Skills and geographic skills are where our students score
lowest. If teachers Aren't'aware of thiSWeakneSs, then they're.not going to get it done, That's where our .tipts are Wpakest,":-

"Consideratimof e tWo-*a14 U.S. history course.
_

"Need more communication-between local bevel and DoDDS level in
order to implement the -programs."

"Listen to our concerns; liSten to achers who have teen here



"The teachers are not well enough informed-of the objective and
the goals," . I

"Make curricul m more standardized in grades other than 8 and 11.
Need.continuit of curriculum throughout the system."

"I would appreciate a curriculum guide."

Teachers were also asked, "If DoODS,were to inve t its resources 4n
social studies, where_qa_you think those resources should o?" Most said

--they'd like to see resources investedMiifiFiiTs. Ot e s mentioned
in-service 'traiqing. -Follpw.icig are examples of their suggestions:

"Different textbooks. Audio-visual equipment.,"

"Materials for the student with difficulty in reading and compre-
hension."

"Films-- at the right time. More library books."

Movies:' The supply system is eterriblett ."

More activities-books, mpre teachert' guides--resOuce material,
'other than textbooks." !

"Eteld trips. Need someone whose- job is to help teachers in
regard "to host nation -activities. More money and buses."

-"More up-to-date maps."

1

"Help with-learning disabilitesand with gifted students.",

"More toward integration with the host nation ,community."'

"More in-service training in content areas ."

"communication with teachers at grassroots-more direct contact,
more release,tiffie towget.people together to share,"

Additional comments'and concerns included:

"We lack leadership,'

"We need a more structured school system."
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"Make current events magazines part fundin

"More autonomy for text selection.4

"Mainsteamin§ haS, not .been very successful due-to lack
training of-classroom teachers."

4hen asked "What do ou,think goDDSshould know about its effortsrelative to socia es curricu um?", most e even -gra teas erscomment s+ upon t e re atr s Tp of the-teachers to:DoDDS-arid to theregional coordinators, -Many saw the teachers as quite autonomous; some
liked it that way and others wanted more coordinationhnd leadership.Man/ commented on the goals and ob-ectives, often saying they would likemore focus on specific objectives or the grade aad-a sequence acrossgrades. Following are examples of heir comments and sugesOons:

"Tbey'Should listen to teachers. We need to be heard more

"They should not try to impose a geeralized plan."-

"There has to be more teacher input into curriculum and- textbook
deCisi-ens (to/avold,thinz,like the two inquiry texts)

"The guidelines should be-flexible enough to suit a variety of
'teaching styles. "

"I don't feel apart of it. Obje tives and requirements for
.courses come from above. We don' know from where or why."

"ThereAhas to-be more standardization
of courses,. Especially with

the transiency of same` teachers."

"There. should be agreater.continuity of Materials from one schoolto the next.'

"There:should be more visits between schools, coordina?ors, -ete.
Cobrdinators'shouM diSseminate more information."

"I don't know what they're doing or their function. There's nodirection or support."

"Curriculum for all DoDDS nations and schools is too much to ask.
Each area has special needs."



"Start with a different approach. Say social studies is important;
give it the same weight given to English."

"We want a curealum guide."

"Many students cannot read the suggested materials--most are below
-grade level in reading:"

"Film library shoUld be made much more current."

"Make more contact possible--teacher-to-teacher and school -to'
school."

"They've made at of progress 4n
continue."

past feW years; hope they

When asked !'If OOP'S were to invest its resources Tn sbcia.NtbdTes, ,

where do you think those resources ,shoulL22?", the,vast mOority of
eleventi-grade teachers mentioned materials--particularly aUdio-visual
aids, films, new textbooks and maps. une mentioned workshops and semf-
nars for teachers. The following are amples of theii- comments:

$

"New textbooks. New films that are current and more useableL-
"'More Current publications such aS,-cjassroOm-sets of Time and
Newsweek."

"Programme learning. Filmstrips. Special speakers. Sort
Chautauqua Program,"

"Textbooks that are at the level _he student; pilot -the text-
-first."

"Continue and expand testing. program."

"More up70-date films. ln-servtce:to provide teachers a chance
to get together, Improve host nation activities"

"Materials program for gifted and sPecialt needs students."

" "Teachers -to offer more subjects."

"People who will actually work on practical'aspects of teaching."

"Supplementary materials, more field trips, use Of educational
television (if possible). More support. for students to go to
model U.N. and mock Senate:".

11
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"Good workshops, planned well, in advance.'

Additional comments a concerns included:

"Social studies coo natorshould give us more attention and find
0t.what we need, tea= resources- we have are ,nil. "

"I would like all
selecting the fox

"Make us aware_

isolated. "

11. "DODS schoo
schools."

hers of the subjectto- be- involved in

of wha happening i

s are took diverSe

the U.S.'; feel very

-use the s ix-books in,all

"NODS uld,have 'mor .content-area course requirements for-
social st c Aes teachers, coMpetendy

lower.-aMongi.social studies
teachers than most Mfre.attention should'be given to- staffing.
social studies

,'Jvith direction and
PrOfessio aj,sodiairs-t
us, visit to schools,
less exer ses.--)Commu
amount of ritten,Mate

"Continue
program."

e support

uidanCe'wbuld:improV4. wish they'd7get-SOme::
-dies people :in' the system to cOme:,-IaWto

The objectives we have are dutt.meining
icatipn is terrible.. We get'a tremendous
Lai and very little personal- contact."

ere getting, on all leVels. We have a good


